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1  
Introduction 
Throughout the last decades the association between polymers and 
surfactants has attracted much scientific attention due to the fundamental 
properties in intermolecular interactions and hydrophobic aggregation 
phenomena. Water soluble polymer/surfactant systems are important for a 
variety of industrial applications in the areas of cosmetics, personal-care, 
food, pharmaceutics, detergents, and mineral processing [1, 2]. In particular, 
complexes between non-ionic cellulose ethers and ionic surfactants in 
aqueous solution were investigated in the past [3-16]. Various studies were 
devoted to characterizing the association process. Most of them employed 
conventional techniques accessing macroscopic solution properties.  
During the past few decades fluorescence methods have been used to study 
polymer dynamics and polymer-surfactant systems with dye-labeled polymers 
[17-19]. In recent years single molecule fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 
(FCS) has become very popular for investigating microscopic details of 
diffusion processes and complex formation in macromolecular solutions. 
Despite their indisputable potential, however, the technique was applied 
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almost exclusively to biological systems in the past. First applications in the 
field of synthetic polymers have very recently been reported [20-31]. To study 
complex formation with FCS, one of the partners is typically covalently 
labeled with a suitable dye [32, 33]. Since the labeling procedure is often 
tedious, FCS has not been widely used for the study of synthetic polymers so 
far. Lately, however, it was shown that covalent labeling is not necessarily 
needed to study molecular aggregation by FCS. Zettl et al. studied various 
well-known surfactant systems and found that dyes with suitable polarity will 
spontaneously aggregate with surfactant micelles allowing to precisely follow 
the aggregation of the surfactant molecules [34]. It turned out that the choice 
of the proper polarity of the dye molecule is important if covalent labeling is 
to be avoided. In short: cationic dyes are needed to study anionic surfactants 
and vice versa. This approach extends to macromolecular complexes. 
1.1 Motivation  
The aim of this work is to use FCS to characterize the polymer/surfactant 
aggregation at a single molecule level. Moreover, we shall demonstrate the 
potential of FCS to access the macroscopic as well as microscopic properties 
of complex systems in detail. As a model system complex formation between 
hydrophobically modified nonionic polymer, methyl cellulose and the anionic 
surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in water was chosen for 
investigation. We shall show that FCS can follow the motion of individual 
SDS micelles and single MC/SDS aggregates. Rheology is used to follow the 
macroscopic properties of the polymer/surfactant systems which will then be 
compared to the FCS measurements.  
Methylcellulose tends to undergo a sol-gel transition at elevated 
temperature. Therefore temperature dependent measurements are performed 
by both FCS and rheology. The additives SDS and salts will normally change 
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the aggregation behavior of MC at the gelation temperature. The changes in 
diffusion time and aggregation states are studied as a function of temperature. 
Since the dye molecules are not attached to MC the FCS measurements reveal 
limited information for MC gelation. Further measurements are in progress to 
to clarify the effect of additives on MC.  
1.2   Outline  
The details of the chapters are discussed as follows: 
Chapter 2 provides a detailed discussion about the polymers and the 
surfactants. Polymer-surfactant interactions are dealt with followed by a 
discussion about the techniques required to characterize such interactions.  A 
brief literature review on the polymer-surfactant system investigated in this 
thesis is given at the end of the chapter.  
Chapter 3 focuses on the materials under study and experimental methods. 
The basics, experimental setup, and theory of the FCS technique are 
discussed. The assumptions made to analyze the FCS data are also presented 
in detail. To analyze the macroscopic properties, rheology and turbidity 
measurements are done which is also discussed at a later stage of this chapter 
followed by details about the cryo-TEM measurements. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the results obtained from FCS and other techniques 
as well as the detailed discussions of all the relevant observations. The first 
part of this chapter is focused on the MC concentration dependence studies 
followed by the discussions on temperature dependent measurements.  Single 
molecule FCS results to understand the polymer-surfactant interactions are 
further supported by rheology data. To view the aggregations, cryo-TEM 
images are shown and discussed.  The effect of temperature on the gelation of 
MC with additives is also discussed with FCS, rheology and turbidity 
measurements.  
1. Introduction                                                                           
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A summary of the thesis is given in chapter 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1-34]  
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2  
Theory and Background 
2.1 Polymers [1-34] 
In comparison with synthetic polymers the number of commercially 
available water-soluble polymers is small even if one adds water-soluble 
biopolymers and their synthetic derivatives. The solubility of a polymer in 
water is determined by the balance between the intermolecular interactions of 
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymer segments with themselves and with 
the solvent. Water soluble polymers can be classified broadly into two types: 
synthetic polymers and biopolymers. Synthetic water-soluble polymers are 
either non-ionic or charged. While non-ionic polymers can be further 
classified according to the type of atoms in their backbone which could be 
either oxygen or nitrogen like in polyethylene oxide (PEO) or 
polyethyleneimine (PEI), charged polymers can either be anionic like in 
polyacrylic acid (PAA) or cationic as in polyacrylamide after cationization 
due to the charge they possess.   
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Figure 2.1 Cyclorpyranose structure of glucose 
 
Biopolymers and their derivatives, on the other hand e.g. cellulose, the 
primary constituent of wood, paper, and cotton, carbohydrate are made up of 
chained glucose units.  
Cellulose is made up of anhydroglucose units (AGU) having alternating 
orientation with respect to the bridging oxygen bond. Nonetheless, the degree 
of polymerization (DP) of cellulose is customarily designated as the number 
of AGUs in the chain. The structure of cellulose is known as a "beta 
glucoside" as distinguished from starch, an alpha glucoside, the true polymer 
of glucose. In starch, the orientation of AGUs with respect to the oxygen 
bridge does not alternate. For convenient reference, the locations of the 
carbon atoms in the glucose molecule are numbered as shown in Figure 2.1. 
Each AGU contains three hydroxyl (OH) groups. At carbon 6, there is a 
"primary" hydroxyl group; the OH there is attached to a carbon atom having 
at least two hydrogens. The hydroxyls on carbons 2 and 3 are classified as 
"secondary" hydroxyl groups; the OHs there are attached to a carbon with 
only one hydrogen. When cellulose is etherified, the hydroxyls are substituted 
by the etherifying reagent. The average number of hydroxyls substituted per 
AGU is known as the degree of substitution (DS), a key aspect in 
characterizing cellulose ethers. With three OH groups present, the maximum 
DS is three. 
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Etherifying reagents such as ethylene oxide (CH2CH2O) and propylene 
oxide introduce a hydroxyl group. This group can further react with the 
etherifying reagent, making it possible for each AGU to react with more than 
three molecules of such a reagent. The total number of alkylene oxide 
molecules reacting with each AGU is known as molecular substitution (MS). 
Theoretically, there is no upper limit on MS. For example in the two AGUs, 
three of the six hydroxyl groups are substituted; hence the degree of 
substitution (DS) is 3/6 x 6/2 or 1.5. The molecular weight of a cellulose ether 
molecule depends both on the average degree of polymerization of the 
cellulose and on the amount of substitution and the molecular weight of the 
substituent groups. Substitution rarely occurs exclusively on one particular 
OH group in the AGU. Instead, it occurs at all three positions, yet differing in 
extent. 
 Water soluble cellulose ethers and their derivatives are a class of 
technically important compounds. Therefore hydroxylpropylcellulose (HPC), 
methylcellulose (MC), and hyroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) are most 
common. These kinds of hydrophobically modified natural derivatives suffer 
from a lack of fundamental physico-chemical studies. The difficulty mainly 
arises from the absence of a model polymer sample with the precise 
distribution of the substitutions.  
Among the various non-ionic cellulose ethers, MC is the simplest and most 
well known. Linear arrangement of MC is formed with β, 1:4 glycosidic 
linkages (see structure in figure 2.2). It is used as a thickener and emulsifier in 
various food and cosmetic products, and also as a treatment of constipation. 
Commercial MC  is a heterogeneous polymer consisting of highly substituted 
hydrophobic zones and less substituted hydrophilic zones resulting in an 
amphiphilic multiblock copolymer [35].  The amphiphilic nature of the 
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polymer leads to weak inter and intra molecular hydrophobic interactions in 
aqueous environment.  
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Figure 2.2  Methylcellulose 
2.1.1   The influence of the degree of substitution on 
solubility 
Cellulose ethers of moderate to high molecular weight are insoluble in 
water. As a rule, the polymers gradually pass through a stage of solubility in 
dilute alkali (those with a DS of up to about 1.0), then through a water-soluble 
stage (about DS 1.0-2.3), and finally attain an organic-solvent-soluble stage 
(DS 2.3-3.0), with increasing DS. 
Such DS ranges are, of course, only approximate. The trend toward 
solubility in organic solvents is gradual and differs for individual ethers. 
Moreover, the uniformity of substitution along the cellulose chain can have a 
major influence on solubility. 
MC of DS between 0.1 and 1.1 tends to be soluble in dilute (6 to 8%) 
sodium hydroxide solution. Water solubility is reached between DS=1.4-2.0, 
a range commercially available and often used by conservators. Almost 
completely substituted MC (DS=2.4-2.8) is insoluble in water, but soluble in 
organic solvents. The latter types can often be applied in mixtures of 
chloroform or methylene dichloride and methanol or ethanol. 
2. Theory and Background 
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The range of DS cited in these examples is only approximate because 
solubility is influenced by the distribution of molecular weights of various 
fractions in a given product and by the extent and uniformity of substitution 
within particular products or molecular weight fractions. Sarkar et al. 
provides an excellent discussion of how such factors influence the incipient 
precipitation temperature (IPT) and the cloud point of methyl and 
hydroxypropylmethyl ethers [36]. 
 
2.2   Surfactants 
Surfactants are of natural or of synthetic origin. Surfactants of natural origin 
(vegetable or animal) are known as oleo-chemicals and are typically derived 
from sources such as palm oil or tallow. Surfactants of synthetic origin are 
known as petro-chemicals and are typically derived from petroleum.  
Surfactant is an abbreviation for surface active agent. A surface active 
chemical tends to accumulate at a surface or interface. An interface is the area 
of contact between two substances. When the interface is between two 
substances which are not in the same phase, the interface is usually called a 
surface.  
2.2.1   Classifications of surfactants 
Generally, a surfactant molecule consists of two parts having different 
properties: a ‘headgroup’ (hydrophilic) with a strong affinity for the solvent 
and a ‘tail’ (hydrophobic) with less affinity for the solvent. The head group 
may carry a negative or positive charge, giving rise to anionic or cationic 
surfactants, respectively. Alternatively, it may contain etylene oxide chains or 
sugar or saccharide type groups, as is the case with nonionic surfactants. The 
tail part of the molecule is usually a hydrocarbon chain, but may contain 
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aromatic groups. Besides, there is the class of ‘zwitterionic’ surfactants which 
alter their ionic behavior according to pH-value of the solvent. Depending on 
the molecular structure and type, a balance between hydrophilicity and 
hydrophobicity exists in the surfactant molecule. This is called hydrophobic-
lipophilic-balance or HLB, which is important in categorizing surfactants as 
emulsifiers, detergents, wetting agents, solubilizing agents, micelle forming 
types, etc. [37]. In short, surfactants having greater hydrophobicity are more 
surface active.  
2.2.1.1  Anionic surfactants 
When the head group of the surfactant molecule carries an anion, the 
molecule is referred to as an anionic surfactant. Anionic surfactants are most 
widely used for laundering, dishwashing liquids, and shampoos because of 
their excellent cleaning properties. Important types of anionic surfactants are 
carboxylates, sulfonates, sulfates and phosphates.  Sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS) is a well known anionic surfactants with a wide range of applications.  
2.2.1.2   Cationic surfactants 
Surfactants which carry a cationic head group are referred to as cationic 
surfactants. Cationic surfactants play an important role as antiseptic agents in 
cosmetics, as general fungicides and germicides, corrosion inhibitors, fuel and 
lubricating oil additives and in a number of bulk chemical applications. Two 
common types of cationic surfactants are long chain amines and quaternary 
amine salts. Alkyl amines chain length C8 to C18 are the most important 
surfactants in this category. In the pharmaceutical area, cationic surfactants 
with pyridinium and piperidinium groups are also used. Pure cationic 
surfactants such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) have been 
extensively studied in terms of the fundamental physical chemistry of surface 
active components.  
2. Theory and Background 
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2.2.1.3   Zwitterionic surfactants 
These surfactants are very mild, making them particularly suited for use in 
personal care and household cleaning products. Zwitterionic surfactants are 
compatible with all other classes of surfactants and are soluble and effective 
in the presence of high concentrations of electrolytes, acids and alkalies. They 
exhibit cationic behavior near or below their isoelectric points and anionic 
behavior at higher pH. The isoelectric point depends on the structure of the 
surfactant. These surfactants may contain two charged groups of different 
sign. Whereas the positive charge is almost always ammonium, the source of 
the negative charge may vary (carboxylate, sulphate, sulphonate). These 
surfactants have excellent dermatological properties. They are frequently used 
in shampoos and other cosmetic products, and also in hand dishwashing 
liquids because of their high foaming properties. 
2.2.1.4   Nonionic surfactants 
Nonionic surfactants do not carry any electrical charge. They are more 
stable over the entire pH range. They show lower sensitivity to the presence 
of electrolytes in the system and they are compatible with other surfactants. 
They are excellent grease removers used in laundry products, household 
cleaners, and hand dishwashing liquids. The amphiphilic nature of these 
surfactants is expressed in terms of an empirical HLB [37]. Water-soluble 
surfactants have an HLB value higher than 13 and those with poor or no 
dispersibility in water have HLB values less than 6. Pentaethylene glycol 
monododecyl ether (C12E5) is an example for a nonionic surfactant. 
2.2.2   Theoretical basics of surfactant self-assembly 
The dual character of surfactants is the driving force for their peculiar 
behavior in the presence of water. When small amounts of surfactant are 
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solubilized in water, alkyl chain/water contacts are energetically unfavorable 
with respect to water/water contacts. Therefore some surfactants tend to locate 
at the air/water interface with a specific orientation, thus reducing the free 
energy and the surface tension of water. With increasing concentration of the 
surfactant, the air/water interface and walls of the solution container are 
eventually completely occupied by surfactant molecules. Any additional 
surfactant molecules then remain in the aqueous phase. In order to reduce the 
number of alkyl chain/water contacts surfactants self associated into micelles 
at the critical micelle concentration (CMC). Depending on the concentration, 
micelles exit in the shape of spheres, rods, and lamellae.  This thesis will 
focus on spherical micelles. The driving forces for micelle formation are van 
der Waals, electric double layer, and hydration forces. These are explained in 
detail by Israelachvili [39]. 
  
The self-assembly of surfactants is explained theoretically using 
thermodynamic equations [38-40].  To attain the thermodynamic equilibrium, 
the chemical potential μ of a surfactant molecule in a micelle should be 
identical with a non-associated surfactant molecule. 
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    monomers     dimers  trimers 
where X1, X2, X3 are the concentration of single surfactant molecules, 
dimmers and trimers respectively. The concentration is the mole fraction or 
activity of surfactant in the corresponding aggregates. The chemical potential 
for an aggregate of N surfactants is given by 
 
Nμμ =   (2.2) 
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where Nμ is the mean chemical potential of a molecule in an aggregate of 
aggregation number N, 0Nμ  is the standard chemical potential in aggregates of 
aggregation number N and concentration XN. The quantity XN is the mole 
fraction or activity of surfactant (monomer) in N-aggregates. This 
concentration, XN , can be written by using equation 2.1 as 
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The total concentration of surfactant molecules in the solution is the sum over 
all concentrations described by equation 2.4 
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At equilibrium, the reference or standard chemical potentials 0Nμ  may be 
assumed to be about the same if the surfactant monomers in each aggregate 
experience the same interactions with the surroundings. The essential 
condition for the formation of larger stable aggregates of surfactant molecules 
(micelle) is that 010 μμ <N  for some value of N. The detailed dependence of 0Nμ  
upon N also determines the size distribution (polydispersity) and shape of the 
resulting aggregates. In order to get an equation for a particular shape of the 
micelles, the energy term Tkα describing the intermolecular interactions 
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between two surfactant molecules is considered. For the simplest shapes 
(rods, sheets, and spheres) one obtains 
 
pN N
kTαμμ +=
∞
00
  (2.6) 
 
where p is a number that depends on the shape of the aggregates (eg. 1/3 for 
spherical micelles). A combination of equation 2.4 and 2.6 leads to  
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The concentration of molecules which forms aggregates depends on the 
parameterα. For sufficiently low monomer concentrations, X1eα  is much less 
than unity and thus most of the molecules will be isolated monomers. Since 
XN can never exceed unity, once X1 reaches a value of e-α  the concentration of 
monomer can not be increased further: An addition of surfactant rather forms 
aggregates. The monomer concentration at which this occurs is called critical 
micelle concentration (CMC). 
 
(X1)CMC = CMC ≈ e-α  (2.8) 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of monomer and micelle concentrations as a 
function of total concentration of surfactants. Before CMC, the monomer 
concentration increases linearly with the surfactant concentration. Micelle 
concentration increases from the point CMC but the monomer concentration 
remains the same inspite of an increasing the surfactant concentration [4]. 
 
 
Equation 2.8 is explained in the diagram displayed in figure 2.3.  Moreover 
it explains that the monomer concentration increases up to the CMC and then 
remains constant upon further addition of surfactant molecules. The 
concentration of micelles increases with increasing surfactant concentration 
above the CMC. 
At the CMC, many physical properties exhibit abrupt changes as illustrated 
in Figure 2.4. These changes are mostly sensitive to the micelle concentration, 
while some of them are sensitive to the monomer concentration, too [2].   
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of the dramatic changes in physical properties beyond 
the critical micellar concentration [7]. 
 
Since the surfactant molecules are in continuous motion, the nature of 
micelles is dynamic. There is a constant interchange between micelles and 
solution. The lifetime of a surfactant molecule in a micelle is the order of 10-7 
seconds, and the half-life for micellar formation or breakdown is usually in 
the region of 10-3 to 1 seconds [41]. 
2.2.2.1  Typical CMC values 
Some typical CMC values [42] for low electrolyte concentration at room 
temperature are 
Anionic surfactants: 10 - 3 – 10 - 2 M 
Cationic surfactants: 10 - 3 – 10 - 1 M 
Zwitterionic surfactants: 10 - 3 – 10 - 1 M 
Nonionic surfactants: 10 - 5 – 10 - 1 M 
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Some of the factors affecting the CMC are the nature of hydrophobic [43] and 
hydrophilic groups, the electrolyte concentration [44], and the temperature. 
Among these factors, the effect of the temperature is explained in some detail 
in the following section. 
2.2.2.2  The Krafft point 
 
Temperature plays an important role for the behavior of surfactant 
molecules. At lower temperature surfactants often precipitate from the 
solution as hydrated crystals instead of forming micelles. This results in a 
different surface behavior due with changing temperature [38]. The point at 
which the solubility equals the CMC is called the Krafft temperature (Tkr).  
The solubilities of micelle-forming surfactants show a strong increase above 
Tkr and a solution of any composition becomes a single homogeneous phase. 
This phenomenon reflects equilibrium between surfactants in solution and in 
hydrated crystals (Figure 2.5). The Krafft point increases strongly along with 
the alkyl chain length. The head group and the counterion of the surfactant 
strongly influence the Krafft point. Normally, the addition of salt raises the 
Krafft point [45]. Nonionic surfactants do not exhibit Krafft points. The 
solubility of nonionic surfactants typically decreases with increasing 
temperature. These surfactants even may begin to lose their surface activity 
above a transition temperature referred to as the cloud point [42].  
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Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of the temperature dependence of surfactant 
solubility in the region of the Krafft point [46]. 
 
2.3 Polymer–surfactant  interactions in 
aqueous solution 
With the understanding of polymers and surfactants, it is straightforward to 
extend our discussion to polymer–surfactant systems (PSS) in this section. 
These associated systems are employed to achieve different effects such as 
emulsification, flocculation, colloidal stability, or rheology control. There 
have been extensive studies over the last decades on various aspects of how 
the association of uncharged polymers in dilute aqueous solution occurs. 
Several extensive reviews are available in this field [1, 2, 45]. Before we 
discuss the various factors associated with polymer/surfactant interactions, a 
brief overview shall be given first. 
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       Surfactant 
 
Polymer 
Anionic Cationic Nonionic 
 
Anionic 
 
P-S- P-S+ P-S0 
 
Cationic 
 
P+S- P+S+ P+S0 
 
Nonionic 
 
P0S- P0S+ P0S0 
 
 
Table 2.1 The possible polymer–surfactant combinations based on the charge 
of the system. 
 
2.3.1   Classification 
Conventionally, polymer–surfactant interactions are classified according to 
polymer or surfactant charge and according to the concentration regime. The 
possible combinations of polymers and surfactants of different nature are 
shown in Table 2.1 in a nutshell. For polyeclectrolytes and surfactants of 
opposite charge, surfactant binding is easily observable due to the 
electrostatic interactions. Water soluble nonionic polymers with charged 
surfactants have attracted much attention because of the hydrophobic 
interactions. The interactions between surfactants and nonionic hydrophilic 
polymers are much stronger for anionic surfactants than for cationic 
surfactants. The highlighted system in Table 2.1 is the combination of 
nonionic polymers and anionic surfactant (P0S-1), which is investigated in this 
thesis. In terms of concentration related classifications, the studies focused on 
the surfactant binding to polymers at low polymer concentration and phase 
equilibria, while phase diagrams are typically studied at higher concentration.  
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Figure 2.6 A schematic plot of the concentration dependence of the surface 
tension for polymer–surfactant solutions [47]. T1 is the critical aggregation 
concentration, T2' – polymer saturation with micelles and T2 – surfactant free 
micelle formation.  
 
2.3.2   Critical aggregation concentration (CAC) 
An addition of polymer to a surfactant solution induces aggregation of the 
surfactants. The onset of surfactant binding to the polymer molecules is the 
so-called critical aggregation concentration (CAC) referred to as T1 in figure 
2.6. To understand the CAC in detail its influence on the surface tension is 
used in figure 2.6. The solid line represents the surface tension of the solution 
in the presence of polymers whereas the dotted line represents it in the 
presence of surfactant alone. In the presence of polymers, aggregations form 
below the surfactants’ CMC and reaching a point T2' where polymers are 
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saturated with micelles. With increasing concentration of the surfactant, 
additional free micelles are formed starting at the point T2.  Other techniques 
such as binding isotherms, conductivity measurements etc., can be used to 
characterize the association behavior of surfactants to the polymers.  
 
Based on the experimental observations, in polymer–surfactant  systems the 
CAC is lower than CMC [48].  
 
cmcCAC ϕϕ <
  (2.9) 
 
Diament [48] classified PSS into two categories based on the CAC, such as (i) 
systems whose CAC is much smaller than CMC. 
 
cmcCAC ϕϕ <<   (2.10) 
 
and (ii) systems where CAC is lower than yet comparable with CMC 
 
cmcCAC ϕϕ ≤  (2.11) 
 
The first category is connected with P-S+ or P+S- (Table 2.1) as 
polyelectrolytes and charged surfactant systems. The strong electrostatic 
attraction between the two species cause a CAC several order magnitude 
lower than the normal CMC of charged surfactant. The interactions between 
the cationic polymer JR400 and the anionic surfactant SDS is an example for 
this category. The latter case usually corresponds to nonionic polymers and 
ionic surfactant. The system containing the nonionic polymer MC and the 
anionic surfactant SDS (P0S-1) is the best studied example for the second 
category. Therefore, this system has been chosen as a model system in the 
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present thesis. The mixture of polyelectrolytes and nonionic surfactants also 
belongs to the second category. As classified in the preceding section, 
systems where both species are neutral, exhibit only a very weak effect. 
2.3.3   Characterization  
To understand the physico-chemical properties of these PSS are large 
variety of methods has been used. For reasons of convenience the 
experimental methods are classified as ‘classical’ physico-chemical methods 
and spectroscopic methods.    
2.3.3.1   Classical physico-chemical methods 
Binding isotherms, phase equilibrium, conductance and potentiometry, 
surface tension, viscometry, dye solubilization, calorimetry, chromatographic 
and other separation techniques, micellar relaxation kinetics are important 
physico-chemical methods to characterize PSS. The determination of binding 
isotherms is useful to know the amount of bound surfactant as function of the 
free surfactant concentration. It allows exploring the nature of the binding 
process and the structure of aggregates. As discussed in section 2.3.2 the 
measurement of the surface tension is useful to determine the CAC. The dye 
solubilization method can also be used to determine CAC values. Separation 
methods such as electrophoresis [49, 50], capillary electrophoresis, gel 
filtration or size exclusion chromatography (SEC) [51], ultracentrifugation 
can be applied for studying PSS.  
2.3.3.2   Spectroscopic Methods 
Spectroscopic methods are very useful to determine the local structure and 
the environment of the component system, the aggregation number, diffusion 
coefficients, and kinetic parameters in PSS. The notable methods to study 
PSS include pulsed field gradient spin-echo nuclear magnetic resonance 
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(PFG-SE NMR)[14-16, 52-55],  electron spin resonance (ESR)[56, 57], Infra-
Red and Raman spectroscopy, light scattering, uv-visible spectroscopy, 
fluorescence, cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) [58-60],  
small angle neutron scattering (SANS), small angle X-ray scattering 
(SAXS)[61]. The cryo-TEM method visualizes the the microscopic structure 
of different aggregates in solution. The gelation of cellulose ethers with 
surfactants have also been studied in detail with cryo-TEM in Talmon’s 
research group [62].  Each technique has its own limitations and advantages. 
In the following PFG-SE NMR is discussed briefly because the information 
thus obtained complements the information from the proposed technique of 
this thesis. 
Pulsed field gradient spin-echo NMR spectroscopy 
NMR experiments reveal information on the dynamics of the polymer 
chain, as well as on the surfactant entities. A detailed knowledge of the nature 
of polymer–surfactant interactions thus can be inferred from chemical shifts, 
line widths and relaxation time measurements on 1H, 14C, and other nuclei. 
Monitoring the chemical shift changes as a function of solution composition 
would be the simplest NMR-based approach [63]. Södermann et al. explained  
the basic spin relaxation approach in PSS to obtain detailed information on 
(picosecond to microsecond) local molecular dynamics and order of alkyl 
chains, water or counter ions [64]. But the overall molecular displacement on 
a much longer time scale (on the order of 100 milliseconds) can be obtained 
from the multi-component self-diffusion approach [65]. Self diffusion 
coefficients of the species present in the system can be obtained from PFG–
SE NMR measurements as well as some indirect information on the average 
size of polymer–surfactant complexes. Signal intensity for the surfactants in 
the case of free (Gausian) diffusion is given by Stejskal–Tanner equation [16] 
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where D is the self–Diffusion coefficient and k is defined as 
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where γ is the proton magnetogyric (γ = 2.6752 × 108 rad T–1 s–1), δ is the 
duration of gradient pulses, and Δ is the time between the leading edges of the 
gradient pulses. The 1H signal from the surfactant displays a single-
exponential decay when the surfactant signal intensity (from the methyl 
group) is plotted against k in accordance with equation 2.12. 
 
The signal intensity of polymer or mixed PSS is more complex. Due to the 
polydispersity of the polymers, there will be a distribution of the self-
diffusion coefficient resulting in a curved signal decay in a Stejskal–Tanner 
plot. The signal intensity decays are interpreted in terms of a distribution of 
diffusing species with respect to 
 
( )dDeDPkI kD∫ −= )()(   (2.13)  
where P(D) is the normalized distribution of self-diffusion coefficients D. The 
observed surfactant self-diffusion coefficient Dobs is interpreted as a 
population weighted average over the diffusion coefficients of the free 
monomeric surfactant and the polymer bound surfactant. Binding isotherms is 
written in a two-site model Dobs as  
 
Dobs  = ( 1 – pbound  ) Dfree  + pbound Dbound 2.14) 
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of association between homopolymer and a 
surfactant in wide range of concentration regions. Reproduced from [47]. (I) 
at low surfactant concentration, there is no significant association in any 
polymer concentration; (II) above the CAC, the surfactant associating with 
polymer increases up to certain surfactant concentration, which develops 
linearly with polymer concentration; (III) association is saturated and the 
surfactant concentration increases; (IV) free micelles and surfactant 
aggregated polymer  coexist.  
 
where pbound  is the fraction of surfactant bounded with polymer, and Dbound is 
the diffusion coefficient of the bound surfactants.  Dbound is given by the 
diffusion of polymer.    
2.3.4   Important Inferences  
From the various experimental binding studies, a schematic diagram is 
drawn in figure 2.7. Though the picture is schematic, it well describes the 
mixtures of an ionic surfactant and nonionic homopolymer [45]. It shows that 
CMC
CAC
 is weakly dependent on polymer concentration over wide ranges and 
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independent of the polymer molecular weight down to low values. The 
plateau binding increases with the polymer concentration.  
2.3.5   Other factors affecting the complex formation 
The precise structure of a polymer/surfactant complex will depend on the 
hydrophobicity and molecular weight of the polymer, and the charge and 
shape of the surfactant. The addition of salt (inorganic electrolyte) generally 
depresses the T1 values and promotes the formation of complexes. With 
increasing (hydrophobic tail) chain length of the surfactant the binding with 
the polymer strengthens. This suggests the linear relationship between log T1 
and n, the number of alkyl chain carbons [2]. The interactions between 
uncharged water-soluble polymers is much more facile with anionic 
surfactants than with cationic surfactants [66]. For anionic surfactants, Breuer 
and Robb list polymers in the following order of increasing reactivity: PVOH 
< PEO < MC < PVAc ≤ PPO ~ PVP; and for cationic surfactants: PVP < PEO 
< PVOH < MC < PVAc < PPO.  
2.3.6   Interactions between nonionic polymers and 
anionic surfactants 
Among the various types of PSS, only nonionic polymer and anionic 
surfactant system are reviewed in this section. MC is the simplest cellulose 
ether which shows inter and intra molecular hydrophobic interactions in 
aqueous solutions. The addition of an anionic surfactant is expected to lead to 
aggregation in the hydrophobic zones of MC.  Earlier studies on nonionic 
polymer and anionic surfactant system have dealt with the adsorption of SDS 
on MC, poly(vinyl alcohol) and vinyl alcohol–acetate copolymers in aqueous 
solution using viscosity measurements and equilibrium dialysis [67, 68]. Later 
studies on MC/SDS interactions include pressure-jump experiments [69] and 
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steady state fluorescence probe techniques [70] aiming at investigating the 
micellar stability and the microviscosity. Thermodynamic aspects have been 
studied in detail by Sing et al. for SDS and nonionic cellulose ethers having 
different hydrophobicity [12].  
Kundu et al.  have studied the effect of salts and surfactants on the gelation 
of extremely dilute solutions of MC [71]. On heating, thermoreversible 
gelation and phase separation are the interesting common phenomena with 
MC. This has been studied using DLS, SANS [72], SAXS [73], 13C NMR 
[74]  ,DSC [75-77], and rheology [77, 78]. The mechanism of gelation of MC 
has been studied recently [79-82]. Influence of hydroxyl groups [83], salt [71, 
84-87] have been investigated in detail which has led to several  conclusions. 
A salt-out salt can lower the gelation temperature of MC whereas a salt-in salt 
delays the formation of MC gelation. Nishinari et al proved that the increase 
in gelation with the molecular weight [88]. Savage has analyzed the 
temperature-viscosity relationship with various degree of substituted MC and 
concluded that MC for DS 1.7 to 1.9, association started near 45°C and 
gelation occurred at 55°C [89].  Apart from this the addition of SDS on MC 
gelation was studied by Wang et al[90]. They claimed that the gelation of MC 
occurred with salt-in and salt-out effects of SDS.  
In this work, FCS has been explicitly used to characterize the 
polymer/surfactant aggregation at a single molecular level and the results are 
quite intriguing as will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.  
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3  
Materials and Methods 
3.1 Materials [1-71] [71-90]  
3.1.1  Polymer 
Methylcellulose (figure 2.4) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Germany. 
The manufacture’s specifications indicate that the viscosity of a 2 wt % 
solution is 4.0 Pa·s at 20°C and that the methoxyl content and the degree of 
substitution are 27.5–31.5 wt % and 1.6–1.9, respectively. The weight-
average molecular weight (Mw) is 313 800 g/mol as determined by static light 
scattering.    
  
3.1.1.1  Purification of polymer 
Since MC is manufactured via an etherification reaction of cellulose, 
impurities are inevitable. Therefore it was purified by dialysis. Approximately 
a 2 wt % MC solution was prepared in Milli–Q water and allowed to stir for 2 
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days to get a homogeneous solution.  The standard procedure for preparing 
stock solutions is reported elsewhere [91]. This solution was in a Spectra/Por 
dialysis membrane which has carried out until the conductivity of water 
became equal to that of the pure Milli–Q water. Subsequently, the solution 
was freeze-dried.  
3.1.2  Surfactant and dye 
The anionic surfactant SDS (figure 3.1e) was purchased from Fluka and 
used without further purification. The anionic dye Sulphordamine B (figure 
3.1a) and the nonionic dye Rhodmaine B (figure 3.1b) base were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich GmbH. The cationic laser dyes Rhodamine 6G (figure 
3.1c) and cresyl violet perchlorate (figure 3.1d) were purchased from Lamda 
Physik (Lambdachrome, λexc = 601 nm, λemiss = 632 nm) and used without 
further purification.  
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Figure 3.1 (a) Sulphoradamine B (b) Rhodamine B base (c) Rhodamine 6G 
(d) Cresyl violet perchlorate.  (e) Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 
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3.1.3  Preparation of solutions 
1 wt % and 2 wt % MC stock solutions were prepared by the standard 
procedure [91].  A weighed amount of MC was mixed with approximately ¼ 
of the total amount of water, heated to 80°C. This solution was shaken in 
warm water bath for half an hour. The rest of the water was cooled to 0°C and 
then added. The mixture was stirred in an ice bath for about 4 h in order to get 
homogenous solution.  
SDS stock solutions of three different concentrations were prepared by 
Milli–Q water.  All the other SDS solutions were prepared by diluting the 
stock solutions with Milli–Q water. A constant cresyl violet perchlorate 
concentration of cdye = 10–8 M was prepared by diluting appropriate stock 
solutions and used for FCS measurements.  
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1  Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 
The theoretical background and the experimental setup of FCS was proposed 
in the early 1970s by Magde, Elson, and Webb [92, 93]. A very tiny, 
diffraction-limited illuminated volume is created by a laser which forms the 
hardcore conceptual basis of FCS (figure 3.2). FCS monitors the motion of 
single dye molecules via the observation of spontaneous intensity fluctuations 
of the fluorescence light when molecules are in thermal motion through the 
illuminated volume (Brownian motion) [94].  Intensity fluctuations may arise 
from diffusion of the fluorescent molecules, different fluorescent yield of 
fluorescence molecules, or by chemical or photophysical reactions. By 
reducing the concentration of dye solutions down to nanomolar, 1 femtoliter 
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illuminated volume contains some 0.6 molecules on average [95]. The 
fluctuations are quantified by temporally autocorrelating the recorded 
intensity signal. Autocorrelation analysis provides a measure for the self 
similarity of a time-series signal and thereby describes the persistence of the 
information it carries [96]. It is obvious that intensity fluctuations are 
associated with the diffusion process of the molecule. It is also possible to 
determine the local concentrations of samples, diffusion coefficients, number 
of molecules and kinetic parameters like equilibrium constant. 
Figure 3.2 Schematic drawing of illuminated volume. The confocal volume is 
enlarged for clarity. Fluorescence intensity fluctuations are due to particle 
movement (diffusion), chemical reactions (photophysical reactions) and 
conformational changes (not shown here). 
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3.2.1.1   Experimental setup 
The FCS experiments were carried out using a commercial Zeiss ConfoCor 
2 spectrometer (Carl Zeiss AG, Jena). A schematic diagram of the confocal 
FCS setup is shown in figure 2. It consists of three parts viz.: the observation 
unit,  the detection unit, and the laser unit. The observation unit consists of an 
inverted optical microscope with a cover slip corrected C-Apochromat 40× 
water immersion objective. The detection unit holds an avalanche photodiode 
(APD) in single photon counting mode. The laser unit contains an Ar ion laser  
in combination with a pinhole diameter of 74 μm for excitation. This 
experimental setup allows FCS studies with confocal optics.  
The desired laser line is selected by an acousto-optical tunable filter 
(AOTF) and passes via a collimation lens as an expanded parallel laser beam, 
which is reflected with by a a dicroic mirror acting as a beam splitter, [95]. 
Further, a water immersion objective with high numerical aperture (NA > 0.9) 
focuses the laser beam and creates an illuminated volume in a drop of a 
sample which resides on the cover slide. The emitted light of fluorescent 
molecules passes through the same objective, dicroic mirror, and motor driven 
adjustable pinholes. Finally, the APD single photon detector records the 
photons. The emission filters and pinholes are used to reduce contributions 
from Raman scattering and fluorescence light not originating from the 
confocal volume respectively [97].  A good signal-to-noise ratio is maintained 
with the help of emission filters. Fluctuations in the fluorescence signal from 
the dye molecules are quantified by temporally auto correlating the 
fluorescence intensity signal. The autocorrelation functions of the 
measurements were evaluated by a homemade routine performing least-
squares fits. 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram of confocal FCS setup. 
Cresyl violet perchlorate (Lambdachrome, λexc = 601 nm, λemiss = 632 nm) 
was chosen as a dye. The diffusion coefficients and the hydrodynamic radii 
were calculated based on the beam waist radius calibrated by Rhodamine 6G 
in water (for details see ‘data analysis’). The waist radius for all the 
measurements is wxy ≈ 195 nm. 
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3.2.1.2   Theoretical concept 
The number of molecules contained within the focal volume at any time is 
governed by a Poissonian distribution [98]. Hence, the root mean square 
fluctuation of the particle number N is given by  
( ) ( )
NN
NN
N
N 1
22
=
−
=
δ
      (3.1) 
In order to increase the relative fluctuations, it is most important to 
minimize the number of fluorescence molecule in the focal volume. This can 
be achieved by combining two ways viz. a) reducing the concentration of 
fluorescence molecule (laser dye), and  b) minimizing the focal volume.  
Obviously, the fluorescence signal should be higher than the residual 
background signal. This can be accomplished by laser-dyes which have 
higher quantum yields. Roughly, the temporal average of the particle number 
should be between 0.1 and 10 (maximum 1000). At concentrations between 
10–9 M – 10–8 M
 
only a few fluorescence molecules pass through the focal 
volume at any given time.  
The fluorescence light emitted by the molecules in the focal volume is 
recorded as individual photons. The number of photon counts ηi for the single 
molecule i, depends on various photophysical parameters viz. the molecular 
absorption cross section σi, the quantum yield q, the overall detection 
efficiency κ, and the excitation intensity amplitude I0 . Therefore ηi can be 
written as  
0Iqiii κση =      (3.2) 
This parameter ηi can be a measure for the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
measurement and therefore is often used for a quick comparison regarding the 
quality of the different adjustments or setups. Further, the spatial distribution 
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of the emitted light should be considered. It is described in the the molecule 
detection function of the optical setup ( )rW r  which is given as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
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−== 2
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zxy
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w
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I
rI
rW r
rr
  (3.3) 
where Iex is the spatial distribution of the excitation energy with maximum 
amplitude I0 (central intensity) and ( )rS r is optical transfer function of the 
objective-pinhole combination. Moreover ( )rS r  determines the spatial 
collection efficiency of the setup. Often ( )rW r  is approximated by a three 
dimensional Gaussian, which is characterized by two lateral and axial 
distances xyw  and zw , where the intensity drops to 21e . It gives the shape of an 
ellipsoid (figure 3.4).  
 
 
2 wz 
2 wxy 
Figure 3.4 Shape of the confocal volume element. Here wxy and wz represents 
half of the short and long axis respectively. 
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Knowing the above two parameters ηi and ( )rW r , the fluorescence fluctuation 
calculation is simple. The fluctuations of the fluorescence signal are due to 
the changes in the local concentration δC caused by diffusion, changes of the 
photophysics of the fluorescent molecules and chemical reactions like 
conformational changes and aggregation (figure 3.2). The fluorescence 
fluctuations of molecules at time t and within the effective volume V are 
written as 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) dVtrcrWtF ii
V
i .,
rr ηδ ∫=   (3.4) 
 
Incorporating equation 3.2 and 3.3 with 3.4 leads to 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) dVtrcqrSrItF iii
V
exi .,
rrr δκσδδ ∫=   (3.5) 
The molecular absorption cross section σi and the quantum yield q are 
assumed constant during the experiment, so equation 3.5 can be rewritten 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) dVtrcqrSrItF iii
V
exi .,
rrr δσκδ ∫=   (3.6) 
The fluctuations of the fluorescence signal (figure 3.5) are defined as the 
deviations from the temporal average of the signal 
 
( ) ( ) ( )tFtFtF −=δ   (3.7) 
 
Therefore the fluorescence signal is the sum of time-dependent average 
fluorescence intensity and the time-dependent fluorescence fluctuations.  
( ) ( ) ( )tFtFtF δ+=   (3.8) 
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Figure 3.5 The fluctuation signal (fluorescence intensity) in the course of 
measurement time is shown. The horizontal red line indicates the average 
intensity of the signal. 
 
 
In order to extract information about the time required for a molecule to 
diffuse through the focal volume, the signal at a given (but arbitrary) time t, 
F(t), is compared to the fluorescence intensity F(t + τ) after the lag time τ by 
multiplying both values. If t is sufficiently small, the product will be high 
since the molecule has not yet left the detection volume. For a large value of t, 
when the molecule has left the volume, F(t + τ) is zero and so is the product. 
The autocorrelation analysis measures the self-similarity of the time-series 
florescence signal after the lag time τ [98].  
 
( ) ( ) ( )ττ += tFtFG  (3.9) 
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The normalized autocorrelation function is defined as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( ) 122 +
+
=
+
=
tF
tFtF
tF
tFtF
G
ττ
τ  (3.10) 
 
In the equilibrium state, the concentration of fluorescent molecules undergoes 
fluctuations around its constant mean value [92, 98, 99]: 
 
( ) ( )trCCtrC ,, rδ+=              (3.11) 
 
The concentration fluctuation ( )trC ,rδ  can be described by free diffusion of 
particles in three dimensions, using Fick’s diffusion equation 
  
( ) ( )trCD
t
trC
jj
j
,
, 2 r
r
δ
δ
∇=
∂
∂
       (3.12) 
 
where Dj is the diffusion coefficient of component j. The number density 
autocorrelation term can be calculated as: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
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                      (3.13) 
The autocorrelation function of freely diffusing molecules is obtained by 
combining the equations from (3.3), (3.6), and (3.13) into equation (3.10) as 
follows 
( ) 1
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           (3.14) 
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where N  is the average number of fluorescent molecule in the focal volume, 
S is the structure parameter (S=wz/wxy) which describes the focal volume 
characterized by the radii wxy and wz and the average time to diffuse the focal 
volume is  
D
w xy
D 4
2
=τ  (3.14) 
To get the equation 3.14, it is assumed that the fluorophore’s fluorescence 
properties do not change while passing the focal volume. But for real dyes 
this assumption is not valid. There is a ‘flickering’ in the fluorescence 
intensity while the transition of dye to the first excited triplet state. Since this 
process is forbidden by quantum mechanics, the dye needs more time to relax 
before reaching the ground state. In other words, the dye cannot emit any 
fluorescence light when it is in triplet excited state. To consider this into 
autocorrelation analysis, the triplet dynamics is separated from the diffusion 
dynamics [100]: 
( ) ( ) ( )τττ tripletdiffusion GGG =          (3.15) 
The triplet blinking can be described by a simple exponential decay. 
( ) tripleteTTGtriplet τ
τ
τ
−
+−=1           (3.16) 
where T is the fraction of molecules in the triplet state and τtriplet is the decay 
time of the triplet state. Combining the equations (3.16) and (3.14) gives the 
overall function for a freely diffusing dye. 
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Figure 3.6 Typical autocorrelation curve of freely diffusing dye molecule 
with the triplet fraction T = 0.13, an average number of particle N = 1.61 and 
the diffusion time τi = 384 ms 
 
A typical autocorrelation curve is shown in figure 3.6 which includes the 
triplet excitation fraction, number of particle in the focal volume N, and 
diffusion time τi for the fraction i. 
 
Data analysis: 
The diffusion of a single fraction of dye molecules is described by equation 
(3.17). To analyze K different fractions of dye molecules including triplet 
states, the extended autocorrelation function is written as follows [100]. 
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where iφ  is the fraction of the ith component. The characteristic diffusion 
time of the ith fraction iτ  is the average time required to pass the focal volume 
and it is related to the diffusion coefficient Di of this fraction by the equation 
i
xy
i D
w
4
2
=τ    (3.19) 
The diffusion coefficient of Rhodamine 6G in water is known as 2.8 × 10-10 
m2s-1 [93].  By using the equation (3.19), with the experimental value τi and 
the known diffusion coefficient, the radius wxy is calibrated. This value of wxy 
is then used to calculate the a priori unknown diffusion coefficients of the 
micelles or aggregates. From the Stokes-Einstein equation the hydrodynamic 
radius can be calculated.  
        
i
B
iH D
Tk
R
πη6,
=  (3.20) 
where kB is Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature and η is viscosity 
of the medium. The autocorrelation functions were fitted the using equation 
3.18 for quantitative data analysis. This procedure is performed with the home 
made Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [101].  The data were fitted allowing 
either for a single fraction of dye molecules diffusing at the same rate (K = 1) 
or for two fractions of dye molecules diffusing at different rates (K = 2). The 
former assumes that all dye molecules are in a similar environment, i.e. all 
dye molecules diffuse freely or all dye molecules are bound to a micelle or all 
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dye molecules are bound to a complex of well-defined size. The latter 
assumes two different fractions of dye molecules bound to complexes of 
sufficiently different size, thereby diffusing at different average speed. In the 
latter case, the value of the parameter fraction quantifies the relative 
population of the different groups. An F-test with a 5 % confidence level was 
applied to statistically quantify which of the two models fits the experimental 
data better [102-105].  All FCS measurements discussed here were analyzed 
both by the single fraction and by the two fraction model.  The assumption 
that each dye diffusion time relates to a well-defined microscopic 
environment of the dye molecule in turn is based on the assumption that no 
exchange processes between the dye and different complexes happen during 
the observation time window. In contrast to other techniques probing 
considerably longer time scales (e.g. PFG-SE NMR), this assumption seems 
reasonable given the short time scale probed by FCS.   
3.2.1.3   Sample chamber and temperature control setup 
The calibration and other normal FCS measurements were done on a 140 
μm thick cover glass (Marienfeld No.1). For the temperature dependent 
measurements a closed sample chamber was designed [106] as illustrated in 
figure 3.7. The chamber is made of stainless silver and has maximum volume 
of 150 μL. The bottom of this sample volume is glued (epoxy glue) with 
cover glass (Marienfeld No.1). The temperature is controlled by a Peltier 
element linked to a PRG RS H 100 control unit (Peltron) and PT100 
temperature sensors. One of the temperature sensors was placed near by the 
sample and the other one close to the Peltier element to control the 
temperature precisely. To assure a good heat conductivity, all the parts of 
setup were fit together with thermal conducting paste. 
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 A cooling bath was put on top of the setup to remove excess heat from 
Peltier element. The signals from the temperature sensors were measured by a 
Keithley 2000 multimeter.  The control unit PRG and the Keithly multimeter 
were controlled by a homemade Labview program. 
3.2.2  Rheology 
Rheology is the science of deformation and flow. It accesses the linear and 
non-linear behavior and macroscopic properties of the viscoelastic fluids. The 
basics of rheology can be explained by two plates system as shown in figure 
3.8.  
Sample 
Metal plate 
Peltier element 
Temperature 
sensor 
(PT100) 
Cooling bath 
Temperature 
sensor 
(PT100) 
Figure 3.7  Illustration of Temperature control setup with sample chamber. 
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Figure 3.8  Simple shear flow of a fluid trapped between two parallel plates 
[107]. 
 The fluid is placed between two large parallel plates of area A separated by 
a small gap dx2. The lower plate is moving at constant velocity v1 whereas the 
upper plate is moving as a constant velocity of v1+dv1 under the applied force 
f. From this one can get three important parameters as follows: shear stress σ  
(force per unit area, Af ), shear strain γ (relative deformation, 21dx
dx ), and shear 
rate γ& (= dtdγ ). The flow characteristics (viscosity) of simple fluids are 
described with Newton’s law of viscosity, a linear constitutive relation 
between shear stress and shear rate: 
γησ &.=  (3.21) 
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According to the Hookean law, the simplest constitutive relation of elastic 
solids can be written as 
γσ .G=  (3.22) 
where G is shear-modulus. Polymers show elastic and viscous behavior 
(viscoelastic nature) dependent on the temperature and time scale of applied 
deformation. Therefore it is not possible to describe the mechanical properties 
of polymers with only one constitutive relation (Hooke or Newton). Thus 
different combinations of these two ideal properties are used to model the 
polymer rheological behavior phenomenologically. Maxwell and Voigt-
Kelvin models are the basis of available generalized models. The Maxwell 
model consists of a spring and a dashpot in series, while the Voigt-Kelvin 
model consists of a spring and a dashpot in parallel arrangement. The time 
dependent relaxation modulus )(
0
tG  is from the Maxwell model: 
( )τtGtG −⋅= exp)(
0
 (3.23) 
where τ is the relaxation time. In polymer systems there is usually some 
distribution of relaxation times and thus the real behavior cannot be described 
by using only one model. The generalized Maxwell model leads to a parallel 
sequence of individual Maxwell elements. The generalization of the Voigt-
Kelvin model consists of a serial array of different Voigt-Kelvin elements.  
Concentration dependent rheological measurements were performed with a 
RFS II spectrometer from Rheometrics Scientific. A Couette system (cup 
diameter: 34 mm; bob diameter: 32 mm; bob length: 33 mm) was used. The 
sample was kept at 20 °C for half an hour and sealed to prevent evaporation 
of the solvent. Steady shear flow experiments were performed from 0.02 to 
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1000 s–1. The Zero shear viscosity η0 was determined by extrapolation of the 
flow curves to the zero shear (equation 3.25).  
In a continuous shear field the viscosity of the solution is given by: 
( ) ( )( )t
t
t
γ
ση &=  (3.24) 
where γ&  is the shear rate and η  is the viscosity 
( ) 00lim ηηγ =→ t&  (3.25) 
Temperature dependent linear viscoelasticity was probed with a 
piezoelectric axial vibrator (PAV), which is a squeeze-flow rheometer 
working at frequencies between 1 and 4000 Hz. It is built by the Institute for 
Dynamic Materials Testing, University of Ulm, Germany. A scheme of the 
PAV is shown in figure 3.9. Here, the four piezoelectric elements are attached 
to two opposite walls of the tube in order to maintain the vibrations while four 
additional piezoelectric elements are attached to the remaining sides in order 
to pick up the signal. This whole setup was thermostated with an accuracy of 
± 0.02 °C. Crassous et al. explained the details in [108].  The linear 
viscoelasticity was ensured by limiting the experiment to sufficiently small 
amplitudes of the oscillation. PAV has several advantages for gelation 
measurements e.g. it requires a minimum amount of the sample (100 μL ),  it 
does not show any evaporation problem at higher temperature, and the 
gelation rheogram is also accessible.   
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Figure 3.9 (a) Schematic illustration of piezoelectric axial vibrator in 
longitudinal view (b) PAV used in this study.  
 
The sample is deformed periodically (oscillating deformation with 
frequency ω=2πf): 
( )tωγγ sin0=  (3.26) 
where 0γ  is the amplitude of the strain. If the sample shows only elasticity 
and obeys Hookean’s law, the stress and strain would be exactly in phase 
( ) ( )ttGG ωσωγγσ sinsin 00 ⋅=⋅⋅=⋅=  (3.27) 
where 0σ  is the amplitude of the strain. The strain rate is given by: 
( )t
dt
d
ωωγγγ cos0 ⋅== &  (3.28) 
If the sample behaves like a Newtonian liquid, the stress is 
a)  b) 
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( )t
dt
d
ωηωγγησ cos0 ⋅=⋅=  (3.29) 
Comparing this result with the Hooke system (equation 3.27) shows that 
elastic and viscous forces – occurring separately – are 90° out of phase. In a 
viscoelastic material both forces occur simultaneously, leading to a phase 
shift δ (phase angle) between stress and deformation.  
( ) ( ) ( )44 344 2144 344 21
&γγ
ωδσδωσδωσσ
withphaseinwithphasein
ttt cossincossinsin 000 +=+=  (3.30) 
Dividing by the deformation amplitude 0γ , *G  can be calculated with 
GiGiG ′′+′=+== δ
γ
σδ
γ
σ
γ
σ
sincos
0
0
0
0
*
*
*
 (3.31) 
The complex modulus includes the storage modulus G’ and loss modulus 
G” The storage modulus G’ is the imaginary part of the complex viscosity and 
is to be considered as the elastic contribution to the complex functions and it 
measures the energy storage. Similarly, the loss modulus G” is the viscous 
contribution and measures the energy dissipation.  
3.2.3  Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy 
Cryo-TEM is a natural tool to elucidate the microstructures that appear in 
the systems. It provides direct images of the many different coexisting 
assembles found in the systems. 
For cryo-TEM studies, a drop of the sample (2 µL) was put on an untreated 
bare copper transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid (600 mesh, Science 
Services, Munich, Germany), where most of the liquid was removed with 
blotting paper leaving a thin film covering the grid holes. The specimens were 
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instantly shock frozen by rapid immersion into liquid ethane and cooled to 
approximately -183 °C by liquid nitrogen in a temperature-controlled freezing 
unit (Zeiss Cryobox, Zeiss NTS GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany). The 
temperature was monitored and kept constant in the chamber during all the 
sample preparation steps. After freezing the specimens, the remaining ethane 
was removed using blotting paper. The specimen was inserted into a 
cryotransfer holder (CT3500, Gatan, Munich, Germany) and transferred to a 
Zeiss EM922 EFTEM (Zeiss NTS GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany). 
Examinations were carried out at temperatures around -183 °C. The TEM was 
operated at an acceleration voltage of 200kV. Zero-loss filtered images (ΔE= 
0 eV) were taken under reduced dose conditions (100 – 1000 e/nm2). All 
images were registered digitally by a bottom mounted CCD camera system 
(Ultrascan 1000, Gatan, Munich, Germany) combined and processed with a 
digital imaging processing system (Digital Micrograph 3.10 for GMS 1.5, 
Gatan, Munich, Germany).  
Most of the measurements were repeated in the group of Prof. Talmon at 
the Technion, Haifa, Israel. The sample preparation followed a different 
protocol and the imaging was performed on a different instrument. Vitrified 
specimens for cryo-TEM were prepared in a controlled environment 
vitrification system (CEVS) at 25 ºC and 100% relative humidity, as 
previously described [60]. CEVS was used to prevent the evaporation during 
the specimen preparation. In brief, a drop of the solution to be imaged was 
applied onto a perforated carbon film supported on an electron microscopy 
copper grid, held by the CEVS tweezers. The sample was blotted by filter 
paper, and immediately plunged into liquid ethane at its freezing point (-183 
°C). The vitrified samples were then stored under liquid nitrogen (-196 °C), 
transferred to an Gatan 626 cooling holder via its “work station”, and kept in 
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a FEI T12 G2 microscope at about -180 °C. Images were recorded at 120 kV 
acceleration voltage, in the low-dose mode, to minimize electron-beam 
radiation-damage. We used a Gatan US1000 cooled CCD camera, with the 
Digital Micrograph software package, to acquire the images. Images were 
recorded at nominal underfocus of about 2 micrometer to enhance phase-
contrast. 
3.2.4  Turbidity measurements 
Turbidity measurements were performed utilizing an in-situ photometer 
operating at a wavelength λ = 523 nm (Spectrosense, 6.1109.110, Metrohm) 
and connected to a Titrando 806 system (Metrohm). This whole system was 
controlled by the Metrohm Tiamo™ computer software. The turbidity as a 
function of temperature was measured in a 50 mL tall-form jacketed glass cell 
tempered by a computer controlled thermostat (EcoLine RE 306, Lauda). 
Solution temperatures were monitored with a PT1000 temperature sensor 
(6.1110.110, Metrohm) calibrated to an accuracy of ±0.02 °C. The turbidity, 
τ, may be calculated as 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−=
0
ln1
I
I
L
tτ  (3.32) 
where L is the light path length of the photometer (L = 22 mm), It is the 
transmitted light intensity, and I0 is the incident light intensity. 
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‡
 Parts of the results presented in this section have been published [117] 
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4  
Results and Discussion 
4.1   Concentration dependent studies‡ [1-71] [71-90] [1-71, 91-108] 
The single molecule approach for the characterization of the polymer-
surfactant systems (PSS) is applied for methylcellulose (MC), sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS) system. The concentration of MC dependent measurements 
were studied by FCS, rheology and cryoTEM. The detailed discussion about 
the FCS measurements followed by other techniques to support the FCS data 
is reported in this chapter. 
4.1.1   Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 
4.1.1.1   Critical micelle concentration 
Before investigating the interactions between MC and SDS the detailed 
FCS investigations of SDS solutions in the absence of MC are discussed.  
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Figure 4.1 Diffusion time of SDS for Sulphoradamine B ?(anionic), 
Rhodamine 6G ?, Cresyl violet perchlorate ?(cationic) and Rhodamine B 
?(nonionic) laser dyes. The data result from single-fraction fit (K = 1). More 
scattering of diffusion time is observed with all dyes except Cresyl violet 
perchlorate. Increasing of diffusion time starts at cSDS = 2.5 × 10-3. The dotted 
vertical line represents the classical CMC of SDS. 
 
The anionic surfactant SDS is measured with the anionic dye 
Sulphordamine B, and cationic dyes, Rhodamine 6G, Cresyl violet 
perchlorate and nonionic dye Rhodamin B at a constant concentration of 
cDye = 10-8 M. This concentration relates to approximately a single dye 
molecule in the femtoliter sized focal volume. The characteristic diffusion 
time of the dye molecules at various SDS concentrations is shown in figure 
4.1. The results from the single-fraction fit (K=1) throughout the entire SDS 
concentration range.  
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Figure 4.2 Characteristic diffusion times of Cresyl violet perchlorate as a 
function of SDS concentration in the absence of MC. The dotted line indicates 
the CMC of SDS as determined by classical techniques[109]. Only free dye 
molecules with ~20 μs are detected at low SDS concentration. The data result 
from a single-fraction fit (K = 1) to the autocorrelation data. A second fraction 
of populations with diffusion time 70 μs appears at cSDS = 5.0 × 10-3 M. The 
corresponding hydrodynamic radii are shown at the right hand axis.  For the 
calculation of the hydrodynamic radii, the spherical micelles are assumed to 
diffuse in a solution of viscosity 0.001 Pa.s and temperature 20 °C. The 
numbers refer to the population of fraction 2 in per cent. The population of 
fraction 1 can be calculated as the complement to 100%.  
The dashed vertical line shows the critical micelles concentration (CMC) 
obtained by “classical techniques”such as conductivity, surface tension etc. 
[109]. Rhodamine 6G and Rhodamine B base give more scattered diffusion 
time. Sulphordamine B does not provide any characteristic changes of 
diffusion time near CMC supposedly because of the repulsive electrostatic 
interactions between Sulphordamine B and SDS.  At higher concentration of 
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SDS more scattered diffusion time is observed as well as an increase of 
diffusion time below the classical CMC of SDS irrespective of dyes. It is at 
cSDS = 2.5 × 10-3 that diffusion time starts to increase. Out of the two cationic 
laser dyes, Cresyl violet perchlorate was chosen to be used for further 
investigations. The diffusion time of Cresyl violet perchlorate with SDS is 
shown in figure 4.2.  At SDS concentrations below cSDS = 5.0 × 10-3 M the 
diffusion time is constant at the value observed in the absence of SDS, i.e. 
τDye = 21.5 ± 1.0 μs. This value relates to free dye molecules. At around 
cSDS = 5.0 × 10-3 M the diffusion time significantly increases and slowly 
reaches τDye ~150 µs at cSDS = 4.0 × 10-2 M characteristic of dye molecules 
bound to an SDS micelle. Except for the transition region the data are best 
fitted by assuming a single fraction (K = 1) of molecules. Between cSDS = 5.0 
× 10-3 and 7.0 × 10-3 M a two fraction fit yields better results indicating the 
presence of two different fractions. One fraction has the same diffusion 
behavior as free dye molecule while the second is much slower and represents 
dye molecules bound to SDS micelles. F-test is used to verify the suitability 
of the chosen model i.e the single or two-fraction model with a 5 % 
confidence level. This finding of ‘pre-micellar aggregates’ is most probably 
due to the ulta-high sensitivity of the FCS technique which can detect as little 
as 10-9 M micelles.  
At SDS concentrations below CMC the dye molecules diffuse freely without 
significant changes in diffusion time as a function of SDS concentration. The 
increase in the diffusion time of the dye in SDS solutions close to the CMC 
indicates that the dye molecules are physically bound to SDS micelles. The 
lowest SDS concentration at which the FCS autocorrelation function can be 
well represented by a single fraction of dye molecules bound to micelles can 
be defined as CMC of SDS from FCS measurements.  
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Figure 4.3   Normalized autocorrelation curves of SDS solutions. The arrow 
shows the increasing SDS concentration. The diffusion time starts to increase 
at cSDS = 5.0 × 10-3 M. In this concentration region two fractions with 
different diffusion are observed. The position of the autocorrelation curves 
shifted towards higher time when SDS approaching higher concentration.  
 
This value coincides with the CMC of SDS determined by “classical 
techniques” such as conductivity, surface tension etc. [109]. The normalized 
autocorrelation curves are shown in figure 4.3. Below CMC there aren’t any 
characteristic changes in the autocorrelation curves. With further increase in 
the SDS concentration diffusion time increases and the autocorrelation curves 
position also changes accordingly.  
The numbers of dye molecules are available in the illuminated volume 
during the FCS measurements as given in figure 4.4. After CMC the number  
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Figure 4.4  Number of Cresyl violet perchlorate dye molecules in the 
excitation volume for various SDS concentrations. The dye concentration is 
cdye = 10–8 M. There is a characteristic change in the number of particles after 
CMC of SDS. 
 
of dye molecule almost doubles in the illuminated volume and there isn’t any 
remarkable change before the highest concentration of SDS solution is 
attained. The increasing number of dye molecules in the illuminated volume 
could be explained by the solubilization of dye molecules in the micelles. The 
dyes are attached to the cover glass reaching the solution during micelle 
formation. The concentration of dye does not influence the changing the 
micelle formation of SDS [34].  
Uniform intensity fluctuations indicate a single dye molecule being attached 
to a single micelle. Compared to cSDS = 1.0 × 10-1 M, dye concentration is 
several orders lesser in magnitude. Therefore, few micelles may not bind with  
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Figure 4.5  Diffusion time of dye molecules as a function of methyl cellulose 
concentration in the absence of SDS. The inset has the same y-scale as in 
figure 4.9b for comparison. 
 
the dye molecules, at higher concentration of SDS which can not be observed 
in the FCS measurements. 
4.1.1.2   Critical aggregation concentration 
So far our results resemble the findings of Zettl et al on similar surfactant  
system [34]. It can be precisely follow the micelle formation without covalent 
labeling of dye with SDS. In order to investigate MC/SDS interactions, we 
have repeated the above experiment in the presence of different amounts of 
MC, i.e. at cMC = 1, 0.5 and 0.25 wt%.  
The SDS concentration varied between 4.0 × 10-4 M and 2.0 × 10-1 M. The 
dye concentration was kept constant at cDye = 10-8 M. Before we discuss the 
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MC/SDS mixtures, the influence of MC on the diffusion time of the dye 
molecules needs to be considered. Indeed, the diffusion time of the free dye 
molecules does increase slightly with increasing MC concentration (figure 
4.5). However, plotting the data on the same scales as the data obtained on 
MC/SDS mixtures (inset to figure 4.5) reveals that the effect of MC is 
negligible when compared to the effect of SDS. The data clearly indicate that 
the significant change of the diffusion behavior of the dye molecules in 
MC/SDS mixtures is not induced by the presence of MC alone. One may 
conclude from this finding that the interaction between nonionic MC and the 
cationic dye is not strong enough to enable the formation of stable complexes. 
We note in passing that the observed small increase of the Cresyl violet 
diffusion time is an interesting finding in itself as it suggests that the dye 
molecules are able to probe the presence of the MC chains even at these low 
MC concentrations. The finding is to some extent in contrast to earlier reports 
on dye labeled polymers using pyrene as a dye [110, 111]. The different 
observation may well be due to the considerably longer life-time of Cresyl 
violet. This issue, however, is beyond the scope of our present study.  
We start our discussion with the data obtained at the highest MC 
concentration cMC = 1.0 wt % with SDS. The figure 4.6 summarizes the 
results obtained with different laser intensity. This experiment was to show 
that the apparent diffusion time does not depend on the laser intensity. The 
trend of changing diffusion time is observed near CMC and beyond. Though 
two fraction fit is valid for most of the measurements, only single-fraction fit 
is considered here. The rather long diffusion times may potentially lead to 
photo bleaching of the dye during its passage time through the focal volume.  
This effect is observed at cSDS = 2.5 × 10-2 M very clearly.  
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Figure 4.6  FCS measurements of 1 wt % MC with SDS under different laser 
powers. The increasing trend of diffusion time with laser power is observed 
while photobleaching causes an abnormal diffusion time with higher laser 
power. This analysis shows that the right laser power for the measurements 
needs to be chosen. The results are drawn from single fraction fit.  
 
The diffusion time increases with increasing laser power 1.75 mW. Because 
of photo bleaching, diffusion time decreases remarkably when laser power 
increases to 2.5 mW.  Therefore for incoming all the measurements the 
optimum laser power has chosen as 1.25 mW. The detailed description for 1 
wt % MC with SDS is going to be discussed further and results are shown in 
figure 4.6.At low SDS concentrations, the FCS data is well represented by a 
single fraction fit yielding a rather constant diffusion time similar to the value 
observed for free dye molecules. At SDS concentrations between cSDS = 2.0 × 
10-3 M and 1.2 × 10-1 M the F-Test indicates that a two-fraction fit is needed 
to reliably describe the data.  
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Figure 4.7  Diffusion times of the dye molecules determined for 1 wt % MC 
and various SDS concentration. The dotted vertical line indicates the location 
of the CMC of SDS as determined by “classical” techniques. The dashed 
horizontal lines indicates the maximum diffusion time of the dye molecules 
with SDS in the absence of MC. The dotted curves are guides-to-the-eye. The 
population of the fraction 2 is included (in per cent). The population of 
fraction 1 can be calculated as the complement to 100%.  
 
A second fraction of dye molecules is observed characterized by a 
considerably longer diffusion time. With increasing SDS concentration the 
diffusion time of this second fraction decreases again. The per cent of dye 
fraction is mentioned in figure 4.7 as numerical number near by the slow 
diffusing fraction points. The per cent of fraction 2 is increasing with the 
diffusion time until cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M and decreasing further. This 
decreasing tendency ends at cSDS = 5.0 × 10-2 M. Afterwards it increases again 
further. 
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Figure 4.8  Normalized autocorrelation curves of 1 wt % MC and SDS 
concentrations. a) The shape of the autocorrelation curves varies largely. This 
graph shows the results up to cSDS = 2.0 × 10–2 M. The two fractions exist 
from the cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 M. The increasing SDS concentration mentioned as 
an arrow. b) Greater changes are found at cSDS = 5.0 × 10–2 M. All other 
curves show a similar trend in their behavior. The increasing diffusion time is 
mentioned as an arrow. 
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The normalized autocorrelation curves of 1 wt % MC and SDS are 
summarized in figure 4.8.  The shape of the curve gives the information about 
slow and fast diffusing fractions. The beginning and end of the 
autocorrelation curve attributes the fast diffusing fraction 1 and slow diffusing 
fraction 2 respectively. Increasing SDS concentration leads to maximum 
diffusion time at cSDS = 2.0 × 10–2 M and figure 4.8a shows its autocorrelation 
curve’s shape. The decreasing tendency of diffusion time is shown by 
autocorrelation curves in figure 4.8b. Upon increasing SDS concentration the 
shape of the autocorrelation curves changes towards inside.  
The similar behavior of 1 wt % MC/SDS was observed at lower MC 
concentrations. Single fraction is considered at very low SDS concentrations 
and the diffusion time attributes the free dye molecules. For cMC = 0.5 wt %, 
at SDS concentrations between cSDS = 3.0 × 10-3 M and 5.0 × 10-2 M two 
fractions are available (figure 4.9a).  Above cSDS =  5.0  × 10-2 M the data is 
again well described by a single fraction fit indicating that all dye molecules 
diffuse at the same, however somewhat longer, diffusion time as compared to 
the free dye molecules observed at low SDS concentrations. A second fraction 
of considerably slower dye molecules is observed around the CMC of SDS. 
Again, its diffusion time increases and eventually decreases again at 
sufficiently high SDS concentrations.   
For cMC = 0.25 wt %, at SDS concentrations between cSDS = 6.0 × 10-3 M 
and 2.5 × 10-2 M the F-test indicates the suitable possibility of two-fraction fit 
(figure 4.9b).  All the other behavior is similar to cMC= 1.0 and 0.5 wt % at 
very low and high SDS concentrations. The normalized autocorrelation curves 
of cMC= 0.5 and 0.25 wt % of SDS mixtures are displayed in figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4.9  Diffusion times of the dye molecules determined for cMC = 0.5 
(a), and 0.25 (b), as a function of SDS concentration. The dotted vertical line 
indicates the location of the CMC of SDS as determined by “classical” 
techniques. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the maximum diffusion time 
of the dye molecules with SDS in the absence of MC. Two-fraction fits (K = 
2) are applied around the CMC. 
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Figure 4.10   Normalized autocorrelation curves of 0.5 wt % MC (a) and 0.25 
wt % MC with various SDS concentrations. The arrows show the increasing 
diffusion time. The shift in position of the autocorrelation curve is seen with 
the same x and y-scales. 
The trend to change its shape is not exactly the same as in 1 wt % MC but 
rather smooth. With the comparison of same x and y scale of cMC =0.5, 0.25 
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wt %, the shift in the autocorrelation curves of 0.5 wt % MC is observable. 
The location of the maximum diffusion time of second fraction shifts to 
higher SDS concentrations with increasing MC concentration as can be seen 
in figure 4.11. The concentration at which the diffusion time reaches 
maximum is roughly proportional to the MC concentration. The number of 
dye molecules of MC/SDS mixtures, present in the illuminated focal volume 
is displayed in the figure 4.12. There is more scattering for cMC= 0.25 and 0.5 
wt %. The number increases once or twice for cMC = 0.25, 0.5 wt % and cMC = 
1.0 wt % respectively. 
From the experiments on SDS solutions in the absence of MC (figure 4.2) 
we know that the Cresyl violet perchlorate dye behaves like a fluorescent 
label attached to the SDS micelles. In the presence of MC, SDS molecules are 
expected to form complexes with the hydrophobic zones of the MC chains by 
virtue of hydrophobic interactions [12, 67].  Therefore we expect them to be 
able to follow the MC/SDS aggregates through FCS. The availability of 
second fraction of dye molecules confirms the onset of increasing diffusion 
time which slightly differs from different concentrations of MC/SDS 
mixtures. We may define a critical aggregation concentration (CAC) from 
FCS measurements as the onset of increasing diffusion time. The 
concentration, at which the diffusion time of second fraction reaches the 
minimum after the maximum aggregation, refers to the end of aggregation 
(EOA). It can be cSDS = 5.0 × 10-2 M for 1 wt % MC and SDS mixtures. EOA 
will shift to higher with increasing MC concentration. Before CAC the 
diffusion time of single dye fraction attributes the mobility of dye alone. 
Indeed, above the CAC of SDS we find that a certain fraction of dye 
molecules diffuse considerably slower indicating the formation of complexes.  
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Figure 4.11 Location of the SDS concentration leading to the maximum 
diffusion time of the dye molecules for different MC concentration. The 
required amount of SDS to saturate the association is proportional to the MC 
concentration.  
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Figure 4.12 Number of dye moleules in excited volume for cMC= 0.25, 0.5, 
and 1.0 wt % with various cSDS.  
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The absolute diffusion time of this slow fraction of dye molecules is 
considerably larger than the one observed for SDS micelles indicating the 
formation of aggregates with rather large hydrodynamic volume. We may 
assume that these are aggregates between different MC chains bound together 
via hydrophobic interactions involving SDS molecules. Upon SDS binding, 
the hydrodynamic volume of polymer chains is expected to increase further 
due to polyelectrolyte behavior [69]. The largest diffusion time is obtained at 
the highest MC concentration (1 wt %). Interestingly, the amount of SDS 
required to form maximum aggregations is proportional to the MC 
concentration. With higher concentration of MC, more SDS molecules are 
required to saturate the association as shown in figure 4.11. This behavior 
coincides with common non-ionic polymer and anionic surfactant systems 
[45].  
4.1.2   Rheology 
While FCS addresses the microscopic mobility of a single dye molecule 
either free or bound to a complex, we performed steady shear flow 
rheological measurements to assess the macroscopic viscosity of the solutions 
(figure 4.13a). The flow curves are extrapolated to zero shears and zero shear 
viscosity is obtained for MC/SDS mixtures as shown in figure 4.13b. Here we 
only emphasize and report on 1 wt % MC/SDS solutions. The solutions are 
characterized by a zero shear viscosity around 0.4 Pa.s both in the absence of 
SDS and at low enough SDS concentrations. At higher SDS concentration the 
viscosity increases significantly reaching a maximum of around 1.53 Pa.s at 
cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M. When the SDS concentration is further increased, the 
viscosity drops and eventually reaches 0.04 Pa.s at and above cSDS = 7.5 × 10-
2
 M.  The onset concentration at which the viscosity increases is known as 
critical aggregation concentration (CAC).  
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Figure 4.13  (a) Flow curves of 1wt % MC and various cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 M 
(?),5.0 × 10-3 M (?), 6.0 × 10-3 M (?),8.0 × 10-3 M (?), 1.0 × 10-2 M (?), 
1.5 × 10-2 M (?), 2.0 × 10-2 M (?), 2.5 × 10-2 M (?), 4.0 × 10-2 M (?), 5.0 × 
10-2 M (?), 7.5 × 10-2 M (?), 8.0 × 10-2 M (?), 1.2 × 10-1 M (?),and 4.0 × 
10-1 M (?) (b) Zero shear viscosity of 1 wt %MC and SDS mixtures. Curve is 
drawn as guide- to-the-eye. 
a) 
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Figure 4.14   CryoTEM image of 1 wt% MC and 2.0 × 10-2 M SDS. The 
background is subtracted to minimize thickness variation effects. The various 
sizes of aggregates are shown selectively with arrows. The scale bar 
corresponds to 100 nm 
The concentration at which the minimum viscosity is reached is denoted as 
end of aggregation (EOA) concentration in figure 4.13b. The shear thinning 
effect is not observed after EOA It indicates the separation of MC chains. The 
behavior of the zero shear viscosity resembles the behavior of the slowly 
diffusing fraction of dye molecules identified with FCS. This meets the notion 
that the macroscopic viscosity is dominated by the physical cross links 
between MC chains strengthened by SDS [112]. 
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4.1.3 Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy 
To visualize the MC/SDS aggregates, cryoTEM was used. We performed 
cryoTEM measurements only with 1 wt % MC/SDS systems. Since we 
observe three different types of behavior in viscosity as well as FCS 
measurements, cryoTEM measurements were tried selectively from each 
category viz. before CAC, at maximum aggregation and after EOA. The 
contrast of MC is equal to water and we can not distinguish from its water 
background. Even with addition of small amounts of SDS we could not 
visualize any distinct structure. The maximum aggregation was found with 
FCS and rheology measurements at cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M. The same 
concentration is used to visualize with cryoTEM and the images are shown in 
figure 4.14 and 4.15. The aggregates can be seen in various sizes as in figure 
4.14. The dark parts of the aggregates which are indicated with white arrows 
are thought to be the MC/SDS aggregates.  
a b c 
Figure 4.15   CryoTEM micrographs of 1 wt% MC and 2.0 × 10-2 M SDS. a) 
image of aggregates b) after less radiation c) after more radiation. The sample 
undergoes more radiation damage showing the vanishing effect.  The white 
circle is drawn to follow structure reformation with radiolysis. The scale bar 
corresponds to 100 nm. 
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Figure 4.16   Cryo-TEM micrograph of 0.4 M SDS solution (background 
subtracted). The scale bar corresponds to 100 nm. High contrast worm like 
micelles are seen. The superposition of worm like micelles is also showing 
the spherical shapes in the right top corner of the image. 
 
The same aggregates are not visible anymore after strong radiolysis. The 
more irradiation reforms the aggregates and by radiation damage could be 
observed. The shape of the aggregates looses stability after strong irradiation 
for more time. The size of the aggregates is not uniform in size. To study the 
behavior of the MC/SDS system after EOA cSDS = 0.4 M with 1 wt % MC was 
focused on. The image of 0.4 M SDS alone is shown in figure 4.16  
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Figure 4.17   Cryo-TEM image of 0.4 M SDS + 1 wt % MC solution. FFT of 
selected area is shown in the inner picture. The left bottom corner of image 
shows the multilayer up to 5 layers. The scale bar corresponds to 200 nm. 
With addition of SDS micelles to the MC worm like structures are formed 
(figure 4.17).The superposition of a few layers of worm like micelles may 
result in a globular appearance of the structures. This structure may be 
explained by possible the top views of worm like micelles.  In order to 
understand the distance between worm like chains, fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) analysis in the selected area was done. The FFT pattern result shows 
the mean distance between the worm like structure corresponding to 
approximately is 10 ± 2 nm and the diameter of the chain is approximately 5 
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nm. Several layers of MC/SDS systems are visible at the bottom of in figure 
4.17.  The more crowded layers show the mixture of worm like and globular 
structures. 
It is important to realize that the observed increase in diffusion time for part 
of the dye molecules cannot be explained by the increased overall viscosity. 
While the viscosity increases by about a factor of 4, the diffusion time of the 
slower fraction increases by more than a factor of 50. Therefore, even if we 
normalized the diffusion time of the dye by the (slightly increasing) viscosity, 
it still would be an order of magnitude larger than in the absence of SDS. We 
note that a second, considerably faster diffusing fraction of dye molecules is 
observed along with the large aggregates. The diffusion time of this fraction 
scatters slightly above the value found for dye molecules bound to SDS 
micelles. Here, we assume either SDS micelles or aggregates between SDS 
and single MC chains. The availability of single MC chain varies depending 
on the bulk aggregation formation with polymer and surfactant. We note that 
these smaller aggregates are not monitored by macroscopic techniques as they 
do not significantly influence the solution viscosity. Since the diffusion time 
is measured over shorter distances and on shorter time scales one can easily 
determine the relative population of the different fractions 1 and 2. Up to the 
CAC of SDS 100% of the dye molecules are “free”, i.e. they are not bound to 
any aggregate. Above the CAC of SDS the population of larger aggregates is 
increasing and eventually decreases again until almost all dye molecules are 
bound to freely diffusing MC chains the hydrophobic parts of which are fully 
decorated with SDS micelles. The relative populations are included in figure 
4.7 and 4.9 for fraction 2. The population of fraction 1 can be calculated as 
the complement to 100%.  
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Table 4.1 diffusion coefficients from diffusion time of MC/SDS mixtures. 
 
 
No MC 0.25 wt % MC 0.5 wt % MC 1.0 wt % MC 
Con SDS fraction 1 fraction 2 fraction 1 fraction 2 fraction 1 fraction 2 fraction 1 fraction 2 
M × 10-12 m2s-1 × 10-12 m2s-1 × 10-12 m2s-1 × 10-12 m2s-1 × 10-12 m2s-1 × 10-12 m2s-1 × 10-12 m2s-1 × 10-12 m2s-1 
2.0 × 10-3 387 -- 316 -- 432 14.1 243 5.9 
5.0 × 10-3 485 121 58 -- 231 9.3 49 2.5 
6.0 × 10-3 492 95 72 3.6 62 3.0 48 2.3 
8.0 × 10-3 131 -- 47 4.0 37 2.4 35 2.0 
1.0 × 10-2 88 -- 40 4.7 29 2.0 38 2.0 
2.0 × 10-2 65 -- 26 4.0 23 2.1 30 1.0 
2.5 × 10-2 60 -- 29 7.4 21 2.2 43 1.0 
5.0 × 10-2 56 -- 37 -- 44 8.7 155 1.9 
7.5 × 10-2 57 -- 39 -- 21 -- 26 2.3 
1.2 × 10-1 51 -- 40 -- 23 -- 138 10.3 
 
 
From the diffusion times, the diffusion coefficients of SDS micelles and 
MC/SDS complexes are calculated by using equation 3.19. The diffusion 
coefficient of SDS micelles at the CMC is 131 × 10-8 cm2s-1 (table 4.1) is 
close to the literature value of 96 × 10-8 cm2s-1 [109].  The self-diffusion 
constant of  SDS micelles at the CMC as determined with NMR[15] is  385  × 
10-8 cm2s-1. The hydrodynamic radii of the SDS micelles are calculated using 
the Stokes-Einstein equation (equation 3.20). They coincide with literature 
value ( ~2.0 nm) [109]. Spherical micelles are assumed and the viscosity of 
the medium is taken as 0.001 Pa.s and temperature 20 °C.  The hydrodynamic 
radii of SDS micelles are included in figure 4.2. 
All MC solutions studied here are above the MC overlap concentration. 
Therefore the MC chains are assumed to be part of an MC/SDS network.  We 
do not expect isolated aggregates and the calculation of hydrodynamic radii 
seems rather meaningless at concentrations below the EOA.  
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Figure 4.18  Schematic diagram explaining the MC/SDS complex formation 
with increasing concentration of SDS. The broader regions in the polymer 
chains are considered as hydrophobic regions and the remaining part as 
hydrophilic regions. In Region I, SDS molecules are approaching 
hydrophobic regions of MC. Maximum aggregation and the polyelectrolyte 
behavior of the networks is expected in Region II. In Region III the polymer 
chains are saturated completely with SDS micelles and the network is 
destroyed. Only selected hydrophobic regions are shown in Region III for 
clarity. 
 
Above the EOA concentration we can use the Stokes-Einstein equation 
(equation 3.20) to calculate apparent hydrodynamic radii of freely diffusing 
MC/SDS aggregates. If we assume a spherical shape of the aggregates and a 
viscosity of 0.001 Pa.s we find apparent hydrodynamic radii of some 20, 10 
and 5 nm for 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 wt % MC/SDS compositions, respectively. At 
1.0 wt % MC we observe a second, slowly diffusing aggregate with an 
apparent hydrodynamic radius of ~ 100 nm. We note that the solvent viscosity 
rather than the solution viscosity was used to calculate the hydrodynamic 
radii. The smaller aggregates are expected to diffuse rather freely in the 
presence of an immobilized ‘network’ of MC/ SDS complexes. We note that 
this effect remains unobservable by macroscopic experiments.  
We may define a CAC from FCS experiments as the onset of increasing 
diffusion time. These CAC results happen to exactly match with the results of 
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macroscopic techniques. In line with Diamant’s theoretical predictions [48], 
the value of the CAC is lower but close to the CMC and the CAC does not 
change significantly with the MC concentration. 
Our findings can be summarized by a model reported earlier for 
hydrophobically modified cellulose ethers/SDS systems [45] (figure 4.18). 
We expect three regions referred to as region I, II and III, respectively. At low 
SDS concentration (region I) we expect some hydrophobic interaction 
between the hydrophobic regions on the MC chains with barely any influence 
of the surfactant. In region II complexes are formed between SDS and the 
hydrophobic regions of MC leading to a significant strengthening of the 
physical network. As the dye molecules are known to bind to the SDS 
aggregates, we observe a fraction of dye molecules which diffuse 
considerably slower than both the free dye molecules and dye molecules 
bound to isolated SDS micelles. Finally, at high enough SDS concentrations 
(region III) the hydrophobic regions of the MC molecules are saturated 
completely by SDS molecules and the physical network collapse. 
Consequently, the observed diffusion times decrease considerably, however 
the final value is found to be longer than the one characteristic of free dye 
molecules. Thus the macroscopic viscosity first increases from region I to 
region II and finally (region III) drops to a value lower than in region I as 
even the weak physical network induced by hydrophobic interactions between 
MC chains are collapsed.  
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4.2   Temperature dependent studies [1-71] [71-90]  [1-71, 91-112] 
Temperature dependent measurements were done for 1 wt % MC with 
various SDS concentration solutions. The effect of increasing temperature on 
the structure and dynamics of MC/SDS mixtures has been investigated by 
FCS, rheology and turbidity. 
4.2.1  Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 
The behavior of MC/SDS changes by varying temperatures. To investigate 
this behavior in detail, the influence or changes in diffusion time of dye alone, 
and with MC or SDS are verified first. Thus, selected cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3, 8.0 × 
10-3, 2.0 × 10-2, 5.0 × 10-2 , and 2.0 × 10-1 M which are associated below 
CAC, around CMC, at maximum aggregation, at EOA and after EOA 
respectively. These are connected with different regions of MC/SDS systems 
at room temperature. The results from the effect of temperature between 25 
°C to 55 °C are summarized in figure 4.19a for SDS solutions. While fitting 
FCS data, the measurements resulting triplet fraction of less than 20 % are 
only considered [95]. For the understanding of the changes in diffusion time 
of dye with SDS, dye alone is also given. Except cSDS = 8.0 × 10-3 M and 2.0 × 
10-2 M all other concentrations of SDS show the decreasing trend in the 
diffusion of dye when increasing the temperature from 25 °C to 55 °C. 
Diffusion time decreases from 125 to 100 μs when temperature is increased 
from 25 °C to 35 °C for cSDS = 8.0 × 10-3 M. After 45 °C, the diffusion time 
increases. There is no characteristic difference between the diffusion time of 
dye alone and with cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 M. By using the viscosity of the medium 
at different temperature hydrodynamic radii are calculated (figure 4.19b). The 
RH,i values almost remain constant until 40 °C.  
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Increasing tendency in RH,i is predominant for cSDS = 8.0 × 10-3 M and 2.0 × 
10-2 M. The change in diffusion time of dye with MC alone is also checked at 
various temperatures (figure 4.20). The mobility of dye in MC solution 
decreases to a smaller value until 45 °C. But an increase in diffusion time is 
observed when temperature increases from 50 °C upwards.  
With the surfactant solutions, dye shows decrease in diffusion time when 
temperature increases. Beyond CMC, we believe that dye is labeled with 
micelles electrostatically. To calculate the hydrodynamic radius Stocks-
Einstein equation is used (equation 3.20). The temperature induced RH,i infers 
the changes in the size and assembly of SDS micelles.  
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Figure 4.19 (a) Diffusion time of cdye=10-8 M alone (? cyan) and with cSDS = 
2.0 × 10-3 M ( ? black), 8.0 × 10-3 M (? green), 2.0 × 10-2 M (?orange), 5.0 
× 10-2 M (? blue), and 2.0 × 10-1 M (?magenta) at various temperatures. All 
results are from single-fraction fit. The diffusion time of pure dye and cSDS = 
2.0 × 10-3 M is almost constant irrespective of temperature. Decreasing 
tendency of diffusion time is observed with all cSDS solutions. (b) The 
hydrodynamic radii of SDS solutions are shown in different temperatures. 
The changes in RH,i is significant after 40 °C for cSDS = 8.0 × 10-3 M (? 
green) and 2.0 × 10-2 M (?orange). These results are calculated from single-
particle data.  
(b) 
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Figure 4.20   The hydrodynamic radii of SDS solutions are shown in different 
temperatures. These results are calculated from two-fraction fit data. The 
symbols are same as figure 4.19. The fraction 1 (closed symbol) and fraction 
2 (open symbols) are shown for SDS concentration and temperature. The 
fraction 1 stays below ~ 2 nm.  
 
At 55 °C all the surfactant solutions above CMC are forming the micelle 
with higher RH,i. The increase in temperature is unfavorable for some of SDS 
monomers which are attached previously with SDS micelles [113]. Therefore 
the aggregation number drastically reduces at higher temperature [114, 115]. 
Obviously, SDS micelles are smaller in size at higher temperatures, which 
would contradict our observations. In order to verify this further, two-fraction 
fit performed for the same data and results are given in figure 4.20. The 
fraction 1 corresponds to micelle size approximately 2nm. The per cent of 
fraction associated with fraction 1 is approximately 50 in all temperatures at 
CMC. These values reduce with increasing concentration of SDS. At cSDS = 
2.0 × 10-1 M per cent of fraction 1 is approximately 85. Therefore the 
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contribution of bigger micelles is less compared to the normal micelles with 
RH,i ~ 2 nm at very high SDS concentration. FCS is used to follow the 
dynamics of SDS micelles between bigger and smaller sizes. We note that the 
increasing per cent of fast diffusing micelles for highest SDS concentration 
attributes the decreasing aggregation number found in literature at higher 
temperature.The diffusion time of dye in MC solution increases beyond 50 °C 
(figure 4.21). Since dye is not covalently attached to MC chains, the mobility 
of dye molecules in MC solutions does not reach very high value during 
gelation. Though the environment is highly crowded after gelation, the 
changes in diffusion time do not experience its macroviscosity. The viscosity 
experienced by the dye would reach the macroscopic value only when the size 
of the tracers exceeded the typical size of the water channel (it would 
correspond roughly to the correlation length of polymer) [116]. 
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Figure 4.21  The change in diffusion time of cdye=10-8 M alone (? cyan) and 
with 1 wt % MC (? violet) is shown. There is a increase in MC diffusion 
time from 50 °C (gelation temperature). The results are drawn from single-
partilce fit. 
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But the diffusion time obtained from the molecular level coincides with the 
macroscopic changes. We now discuss the changes in MC/SDS mixtures with 
varying temperature. Before CAC cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 M and 1 wt % MC mixture 
shows the very small changes in the diffusion time of dye (figure 4.22a). For 
some temperature values, the diffusion time is comparable with the diffusion 
time of MC solution alone. Dye molecules do not differ in the diffusion time 
of dye and in SDS solution alone. Therefore the gelation of MC with cSDS = 
2.0 × 10-3 M does not show significant changes in the diffusion time of dye in 
FCS measurements.  The increase in diffusion time of dye is clearly observed 
for MC with cSDS = 8.0 × 10-3 M.  Diffusion time of fraction 2 increases up to 
6.5 ms at 55 °C.  Among the two fractions the slow diffusing fractions 
(fraction 2) and fast diffusing fraction (fraction 1) attributes to MC/SDS 
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Figure 4.22  a) Diffusion time of cdye=10-8 M alone (?cyan) and with cSDS = 
2.0 × 10-3 M(? black), 1 wt % MC (?violet), and MC/SDS mixture ( ? red) 
at various temperatures. All results are from single-fraction fit. No 
remarkable changes in the diffusion times of MC/SDS mixtures. b) Diffusion 
time of dye in cSDS = 8.0 × 10-3 M and 1 wt % MC mixture, and at various 
temperatures. All results are from two-fraction fit. The increased diffusion 
time is observed at 55 °C. The per cent of dye fraction associated with 
fraction 2 varies between 30 and 45.  
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aggregates and SDS micelles respectively. With increasing temperature the 
gel formation develops slowing the mobility of dye molecules even further.  
The maximum aggregates form at cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M with 1 wt MC. By 
changing the temperature, the diffusion time of fraction 2 is reduced by 50 % 
at 55 °C (figure 4.23a). Until 45 °C, the diffusion time gradually decreases 
while further increase in temperature does not induce any further changes in 
diffusion time. The diffusion time of fraction 1 decreases from 540 µs (25 °C) 
to 165 µs (50 °C). When temperature further increases the diffusion time 
increases to 300 µs and 250 µs for 52 °C and 55 °C respectively. Diffusion 
time of fraction 1 is not comparable with SDS alone and it is attributed to the 
smaller size of MC/SDS aggregates. The per cent of fraction 2 is nearly 50 
after 45 °C. Almost the same behavior like previous is observed with cSDS = 
5.0 × 10-2 M and MC mixtures. But after 50 °C the diffusion time of fraction 2 
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Figure 4.23  a) FCS measurements of 1 wt% MC and cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M at 
various temperatures. Results are drawn from two-fraction fit. Diffusion time 
decreases with increasing temperature until 45 °C without any further 
characteristic changes beyond. Fraction 1 attributes the smaller size of 
MC/SDS aggregates. The numerical numbers indicate the per cent of relative 
fractions b) FCS measurements of 1 wt% MC and cSDS = 5.0 × 10-2 M at 
various temperatures. Diffusion time decreases until 50 °C and starts 
increasing attaining the initial value.  
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increases and attains the diffusion time of room temperature. The diffusion 
time of fraction 1 is almost in line with SDS alone until 40 °C but in-between 
45 °C and 52 °C, it almost two times less than the diffusion time of SDS 
alone.  
At very high concentration cSDS = 2.0 × 10-1 M with 1 wt % MC, 
temperature changes are studied and results are shown in figure 4.24. The data 
best fit with single-fraction fit. The initial diffusion time 650 µs of dye in 
MC/SDS mixtures at 25 °C decreases to 350 µs when temperature rises to 55 
°C. Even at 55 °C the diffusion time does not equal that of SDS or dye alone. 
This indicates that the dye is firmly attached to MC/SDS aggregates. Gelation 
of MC occurs from hydrophobic interactions between MC chains. Since all 
hydrophobic parts are saturated with SDS micelles, there are no free 
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Figure 4.24  Diffusion time of cdye=10-8 M alone (?cyan) and with cSDS = 2.0 
× 10-1 M (? magenta), 1 wt % MC (?violet), and MC/SDS mixture (?red) 
at various temperatures. All results are from single-fraction fit. Decreasing 
tendency of diffusion time is observed with increasing temperature. 
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hydrophobic parts available in MC chains. Therefore gelation is not observed 
for MC with very high concentration of SDS.  
4.2.2  Rheology 
Conventional rheometers like Rheometrics RFS II requires more amount of 
sample, very long measurement time and limited to frequency range (0.01 – 
15 Hz). Moreover it has evaporation problems at higher temperatures. 
Therefore the gelation of MC was analyzed by PAV rheological method. 
Since it covers the wide frequency range of 0.1 – 3000 Hz a complete study of 
MC gelation is possible.  Gelation of MC is studied before proceeding with 
the study of MC/SDS mixtures at various temperatures. The elastic modulus 
(G’) and viscous modulus (G’’) of MC at different temperatures are shown in 
figure 4.25. After 50 °C, the G’ increases with increasing temperature. The 
cross over point between G’ and G” also shifted to higher frequency when 
temperature increases up to 60 °C. We measured every 30 minutes until the 
temperature of 45 °C was reached. Then we took measurements only every 
two hours until 60 °C. When the system is allowed for long time, kinetic 
effects are possible at higher temperatures.  This is similar with the report of 
Desbrieres et al [78]. Gelation occurs above 50 °C displaying increasing G’ 
value while at temperatures below 45 °C we observed the characteristic 
decrease of G’ values. Almost the same behavior is observed for cSDS = 2.0 × 
10-3 M and cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M with 1 wt % MC until 45 °C.  But above 45 °C 
the elastic modulus increases dramatically. With respect to MC, elastic 
modulus of cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 M and 1 wt % MC mixture increased by one 
order magnitude for 52, 54, 55 °C and by four orders magnitude for 60 °C 
(figure 4.26). Adding small amount of SDS promotes the gel intensity. 
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Figure 4.26 Elastic (full symbols) and loss modulus (open symbols) of cSDS = 
2.0 × 10-3 M and 1.0 wt % MC mixture at different temperatures measured 
with PAV. Elastic modulus increased one order magnitude for 52, 54, 55 °C 
and four orders magnitude for 60 °C compared to the 1 wt % MC alone. 
Addition of small amount of SDS enhances the gelation.   
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Figure 4.25     Elastic (full symbols) and loss modulus (open symbols) of 1.0 
wt % MC at different temperatures measured with PAV.  
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The availability of water molecules for MC chains decreases when SDS 
monomer starts attracting water molecules. This results in intense gel via 
stabilization of hydrophobic associations between MC chains. The G’ and G” 
values of mixtures of cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M and 1 wt % MC are plotted in figure 
4.26. There are not any changes in elastic modulus G’ until 52 °C. Even after, 
there are no significant changes in G’ values compared to MC alone.  The 
temperatures below 45 °C show the decrease in viscosity and the activation 
energy connected with non associative chains. The gelation of MC and with 
cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 M is predominant between 50-60 °C. It infers the possibility 
of extensive hydrophobic association. At the same time association time 
decreases for cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 M and 1 wt % MC system compared to MC 
alone.   
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Figure 4.27  Elastic (full symbols) and loss modulus (open symbols) of cSDS = 
2.0 × 10-2 M and 1.0 wt % MC mixture at different temperatures measured 
with PAV. Elastic modulus is not shifted to higher value when temperature 
increases. It shows the absence of gel formation.  
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The mixture cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M and 1 wt % MC shows maximum 
aggregation and almost all hydrophobic areas are occupied with SDS. Hence 
the gelation formation is not possible with the temperatures applied in our 
studies (figure 4.27). It would only start at very high temperatures then the 
SDS cages may be removed from the hydrophobic areas of MC chains and 
gelation becomes possible.  
4.2.3  Turbidity 
In order to visualize the gel formation, MC and MC/SDS solutions were 
kept in sealed water bath and temperature was varied to observe the changes. 
The photographs were taken at different time intervals. The photographs 
which were taken after 2 hours at each temperature are shown in figure 4.28a. 
The visual inspection helps to observe the turbid changes of the MC/SDS 
solutions at different temperatures. The phase diagram of MC solution with 
the additives SDS is shown in figure 4.28b. The gelation starts at 50 °C for 1 
wt % MC and before CMC for MC/SDS mixtures. In order to understand the 
turbidity quantitatively, turbidity measurements were done. Gelation of MC 
starts at 50 °C. Decreasing U/U0 shows a more intense gelation reaching its 
top at 60 °C. 
The turbidity changes are presented for 1 wt % MC with cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 
M in figure 4.30. There is no characteristic huge change in the values of U/U0 
until 50 °C.  The deep decrease in U/U0 value at 50 °C shows the intense gel 
formation. Since the intensity of gelation reaches its top at 60 °C little light is 
transmitted so the value gets close to the resolution of the instrument not 
allowing any further measurements. The turbidity curve supports the rheology 
data which is shown in figure 4.26b.  
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Figure 4.28  Visual inspection of 1 wt % MC and SDS mixtures at different 
temperatures. Addition of small amount of SDS with MC promotes the 
gelation. No gelation is observed with the maximum aggregate forming 
MC/SDS mixture (cMC= 1wt % & cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M). The same is observed 
with high concentrations of SDS and MC mixtures. b) Phase diagram of 1 wt 
% MC with SDS. 
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Figure 4.29   Turbidity measurement of 1 wt % MC alone (?). Gelation starts 
at 50 °C and more turbidity is observed at 55 °C. Temperature profile (?) is 
given in y-scale (blue curve).  
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Figure 4.30    Turbidity curve for the mixtures of cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M and 1 wt 
%MC (? wine), cSDS = 2.0 × 10-3 M and 1 wt % MC (? orange). The 
temperature profile (?) is shown in blue in color. The deep decrease in U/U0 
of orange curve shows the intense gel formation. With minimum amount of 
SDS more gelation is observed for MC. Beyond 52 °C it crosses the 
resolution of the turbidity instrument. Therefore the changes are not observed 
well.  
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Increased elastic modulus and decreased U/U0 give some direct information 
about the intense gel formation of MC with the addition of very small 
amounts of SDS. The next turbidity curve focuses on the mixture of 1 wt % 
MC with cSDS = 2.0 × 10-2 M which shows maximum aggregation at room 
temperature. There is a slight decrease in U/U0 value beyond 50 °C and the 
value decreases steadily with increasing temperature. The final value is not 
close to zero. FCS measurements show that the decreasing diffusion of time 
dye, correlates with the turbidity curve.  When temperature is increased for 
the mixture of cSDS = 2.0 × 10-1 M and 1 wt %MC, the solution gets clearer. 
Increase in temperature promotes the transmission of light and leads to higher 
U/U0 value. The turbidity curve shows no turbid formation with increasing 
temperature in figure 4.31. The combined view of turbidity curve for MC and 
with SDS solution is show in figure 4.32.  
The effect of temperature on MC/SDS mixtures are studied with FCS, 
rheology and turbidity measurements. The effect of temperature on individual 
components of MC/SDS mixtures is studied by FCS before analyzing the 
MC/SDS mixtures. The diffusion time of dye decreases with increasing 
temperatures. The same behavior is observed for SDS solutions, too.  The 
dynamics of SDS micelles between big and small sizes is predominant after 
CMC at various temperatures. Microscopic level changes of MC gelation 
coincide with the macroscopic rheological studies. 
We discuss the above results based on the schematic diagram figure 4.18. 
Region I focuses on the strategy of before CAC. The hydrophobic regions of 
MC come close by eliminating surrounded water molecules to form 
association when temperature increases. With the addition of small amounts 
of SDS, the gel intensity increases.  
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Figure 4.31    Turbidity curve for the mixtures of cSDS = 2.0 × 10-1 M and 1 wt 
%MC. The increasing U/U0 value with increasing temperature shows the clear 
solution formation. It accords with FCS and visual temperature inspection 
measurements. Temperature profile (?) is shown in blue curve.  
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Figure 4.32    Selected data of Turbidity curve between 20 and 60 °C for the 
mixtures of cSDS = no SDS(?) 2.0 × 10-3 M (?), 2.0 × 10-2 M (?), 2.0 × 10-1 
M (?), with 1 wt %MC. There are no remarkable changes in 
[U/U0(20)]/[U/U0(T)] values until 50 °C. The gelation changes notably directly 
beyond 50 °C. The MC/SDS belong to region III doesn’t show gelation.   
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We note that during the hydrophobic association process of MC, SDS 
monomers are attracted towards hydrophobic regions and other cross linked 
net works. Therefore the intensity of gel grows with the addition of very small 
amounts of SDS to MC. This is effectively supported by the rheology and 
turbidity measurements. Wang et al claim that the mechanism is based on the 
modification of water’s hydrophobicity by SDS [90]. The region II covers the 
concentration between CAC and EOA.  
The diffusion time of dye in the mixture of cSDS = 8.0 × 10-3 M and 1 wt % 
MC increases high at 55 °C (figure 4.22b).  But at the maximum aggregation, 
linearly decreasing diffusion time is observed until 50 °C and then remains 
constant in diffusion time value. At EOA, the same behavior is observed until 
50 °C and then heads for the initial diffusion time value with increasing 
temperature. In this region II, the hydrophobic areas of MC are shielded with 
SDS micelles. With increasing temperature, gelation is possible only at 
temperatures higher than the MC gelation temperature. Hydrophobic areas of 
MC are highly shielded for highly aggregated MC/SDS (region II, figure 
4.18). Therefore it requires more heat to move away the SDS cages from the 
hydrophobic zones. Thus the gelation point shifts to higher temperature when 
the charge of SDS in a mixture of MC/SDS is increased. The region III 
focuses beyond EOA. At very high concentrations, the highly SDS occupied 
MC chains, looses the SDS cages from the MC chains at increasing 
temperature. Therefore linearly decreasing diffusion time is observed. Though 
the increase in temperature is required to knock out the SDS micelles from 
MC chains gelation is not observed before 55 °C. This may be due to the high 
population of single SDS micelles around the MC chains. It may prevent the 
hydrophobic association between MC chains.  
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5  
Summary 
The interactions between the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS) and a hydrophobically modified non ionic polymer, methylcellulose 
(MC), have been investigated in aqueous solution by fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy (FCS), cryo-TEM, turbidity and rheology. The micelle 
formation of SDS is followed with cationic Cresyl Violet perchlorate dye via 
diffusion time. The opposite polarity of dye is suitable to aggregate with 
micelles and act as a labeled dye. Two major studies focused in the research 
work are concentration dependent and temperature measurements to 
understand the interactions of MC/SDS aggregates.  The concentration of 
SDS is varied to a wide range in the mixture by fixing the concentration of 
MC. By this approach, the changes in the aggregation and the conformations 
of MC chains are being studied. Similar studies have been repeated at various 
temperatures in the range of 25-60 °C to understand the changes in gelation 
properties of MC. To understand the results of the above mentioned studies of 
MC/SDS, the behavior of MC and SDS is analyzed individually. In this line, 
the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of SDS has found with FCS 
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measurements is in good agreement with literature value obtained from 
‘classical methods’.  The two-fraction fit confirms the pre-micellar effect and 
is explained in detail. The hydrodynamic radius of SDS micelle around CMC 
is found to be ~ 2.0 nm. The shape of the autocorrelation curves and number 
of dye particles in the focal volume also supports to follow the SDS micelle. 
When varying the concentration of MC, slight changes in the diffusion time 
of dye are observed. The MC/SDS mixtures show huge increase in the 
diffusion time compared to the individual components MC and SDS. At 
constant MC concentration the diffusion time of single aggregates increases 
gradually up to a certain SDS concentration and decreases to a minimum 
when the SDS concentration is further increased. This behavior coincides 
with the behavior of the zero shear viscosity. Two different fractions viz fast 
diffusing fraction of dye molecule along with the larger aggregates are 
observed in between the critical aggregation concentration (CAC) and end of 
aggregation (EOA). FCS is used to follow the dynamics of single aggregates 
of the different populations. At very high concentration of SDS, MC/SDS 
mixtures show the worm like structure in cryoTEM measurements. A model 
is proposed based on FCS, cryoTEM and rheology measurements to explain 
the effect of surfactant concentration on polymer conformation and 
aggregation size.  
While varying the temperature, MC/SDS mixtures show changes in the 
diffusion time only at room temperature. MC has the tendency to form 
thermoreversible gel upon heated above 50 °C. The presence of SDS alter the 
intensity of MC gelation. Before CAC,  the addition of SDS promotes the MC 
gelation. The MC-SDS mixture giving maximum aggregation at room 
temperature shows decreasing tendency in its diffusion time upon increasing 
the temperaure.  
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We have shown that a single molecule technique like FCS can be 
successfully used to follow the dynamics of single aggregates in 
polymer/surfactant systems. We can identify single inter-chain aggregates, the 
hydrodynamic size of which changes in a characteristic way as a function of 
surfactant concentration. These changes are reflected in the behavior of the 
macroscopic viscosity. The present results show the large potential of single 
molecule experiments as a complement to the classical macroscopic 
techniques for a characterization of polymer solutions and polymer/surfactant 
mixtures. In addition to the large aggregates dominating the macroscopic 
rheology of the system, the single molecule approach can identify 
considerably faster aggregates as well, which are not accessible by 
conventional techniques. Thereby the single molecule approach is able to 
monitor what may be called a micro viscosity of the solution, i.e. the potential 
of small aggregates to diffuse rather fast through a network of slowly 
diffusing chains.  This study also shows that the diffusion behavior of 
polymer-surfactant systems can be followed by FCS without covalent labeling 
with dye molecules. Moreover, FCS is only sensitive to the dye concentration; 
therefore these investigations can be applied over a wide range of polymer 
concentrations. 
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6  
Zusammenfassung 
Die Wechselwirkungen zwischen dem anionischen Tensid Natriumdodecyl-
sulfat (SDS) und einem hydrophob modifizierten, nicht-ionischen Polymer, 
Methylcellulose (MC), wurde in wäßriger Lösung durch 
Fluoreszenzkorrelationsspektroskopie (FCS), Kryo-
Transmissionselektronenmikroskopie (Kryo-TEM), Trübung und Rheologie 
untersucht. Die Bildung von SDS-Mizellen wurde über die Diffusionszeit 
durch den kationischen Farbstoff Kresylviolett-perchlorat verfolgt. Durch die 
gegensätzliche Polarität des Farbstoffs kann dieser mit den Mizellen 
aggregieren und als Fluoreszenz-Markierung dienen. Diese Arbeit 
konzentriert sich im Wesentlichen auf konzentrations- und 
temperaturabhängige Messungen, um die Wechselwirkungen in den MC-
SDS-Aggregaten zu verstehen. Dabei wurde die Konzentration von SDS in 
einem großen Bereich variiert, während die MC-Konzentration konstant 
gehalten wurde. So wurden die Aggregation und die Konformation der MC-
Ketten studiert. Weitere Untersuchungen wurden bei verschiedenen 
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Temperaturen zwischen 25 °C und 60 °C durchgeführt, um Unterschiede in 
den Gelierungseigenschaften der Methylcellulose festzustellen. 
 
Zur Erklärung der Ergebnisse der oben genannten Untersuchungen wurde 
das Verhalten von MC und SDS getrennt analysiert. So wurde 
herausgefunden, dass die kritische Mizellbildungskonzentration (CMC) von 
SDS, die durch FCS-Messungen bestimmt wurde, gut mit dem Literaturwert 
übereinstimmt, der mit klassischen Methoden bestimmt wurde. Das Auftreten 
von Aggregaten vor Erreichen der CMC (pre-micellar effect) konnte mit 
einem Modell, das zwei Fraktionen berücksichtigt, und dessen Anpassung an 
die Korrelationskurve bestätigt und detailliert erklärt werden. Der 
hydrodynamische Radius der SDS-Mizellen wurde zu 2,0 nm bestimmt. 
Durch die Form der Autokorrelationskurve und die Anzahl der 
Farbstoffteilchen im konfokalen Volumen wurde die Bildung von Mizellen 
belegt. Wird die Konzentration der MC variiert, konnten geringe Änderungen 
in der Diffusionszeit beobachtet werden. Mischungen von MC mit SDS 
zeigten einen starken Anstieg in der Diffusionszeit verglichen mit den 
Lösungen der einzelnen Komponenten. Bei konstanter MC-Konzentration 
stieg die Diffusionszeit von einzelnen Aggregaten bis zu einer bestimmten 
SDS-Konzentration beständig an und sank dann auf ein Minimum, wenn die 
SDS-Konzentration weiter erhöht wurde. Diese Beobachtung stimmt mit der 
Null-Viskosität (zero-shear viscosity) überein. Es konnten zwei verschiedene 
Fraktionen, eine schnell diffundierende Fraktion von Farbstoffmolekülen 
zusammen mit größeren Aggregaten, die zwischen der kritischen 
Aggregationskonzentration (CAC) und dem Ende der Aggregation (EOA) 
auftreten, beobachtet werden. Die Dynamik von einzelnen Aggregaten der 
verschiedenen Populationen wurde mit FCS beobachtet. Bei sehr hohen 
Konzentrationen von SDS zeigten MC-SDS-Mischungen in der Kryo-TEM 
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wurmartige Strukturen. Um den Effekt der Tensid-Konzentration auf die 
Polymerkonformation und die Größe der Aggregate zu erklären, wurde ein 
Model vorgeschlagen, das auf FCS, Kryo-TEM und Rheologie-Messungen 
beruht. 
 
Wird die Temperatur verändert, zeigten die MC-SDS-Mischungen 
Änderungen in der Diffusionszeit. Methylcellulose hat die Tendenz, bei 
Temperaturen über 50 °C thermoreversible Gele zu bilden. In Anwesenheit 
von SDS ändert sich die Stärke der MC-Gelierung. Das Hinzufügen von SDS 
vor der CAC förderte die MC-Gelierung. Die MC-SDS-Mischung, die bei 
Raumtemperatur am stärksten aggregiert ist, zeigte mit ansteigender 
Temperatur abnehmende Diffusionszeit. 
 
Es wird gezeigt, dass mit einer Einzelmolekültechnik wie FCS die Dynamik 
von einzelnen Aggregaten in Polymer-Tensid-Systemen erfolgreich verfolgt 
werden kann. Einzelne Aggregate zwischen verschiedenen Polymerketten 
können identifiziert werden, deren hydrodynamische Größe sich auf 
charakteristische Weise als Funktion der Tensid-Konzentration ändert. Diese 
Änderungen spiegeln das Verhalten der makroskopischen Viskosität wieder. 
Die vorliegenden Ergebnisse zeigen das große Potential von 
Einzelmolekülexperimenten als Ergänzung zu klassischen Techniken zur 
makroskopischen Charakterisierung von Polymer-Lösungen und Polymer-
Tensid-Mischungen. In Ergänzung zu den großen Aggregaten, die die 
makroskopischen rheologischen Eigenschaften des Systems dominieren, 
können durch die eingesetzte Einzelmolekültechnik auch deutlich schnellere 
Aggregate, die nicht über die konventionellen Techniken zugänglich sind, 
identifiziert werden. Daher kann durch Einzelmolekülspektroskopie eine so 
genannte Mikroviskosität beobachtet werden, das heißt, die schnelle 
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Bewegung kleiner Aggregate durch ein Netzwerk vergleichsweise langsam 
diffundierender Polymerketten. In dieser Arbeit wird ebenfalls gezeigt, dass 
die Beobachtung des Diffusionsverhaltens von Polymer-Tensid-Systemen mit 
FCS ohne kovalente Anknüpfung von Farbstoffen möglich ist. Darüber hinaus 
ist FCS nur auf die Farbstoffkonzentration empfindlich. Daher können diese 
Untersuchungen auf einen großen Bereich von Polymerkonzentrationen 
ausgedehnt werden. 
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